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Abstract 
The Academic Advisory System is an advisory system that uses the case based - 
reasoning technique in advising school leavers to courses that they should pursue in 
universities. 
The main objective of the system is to provide the advisory service of a career 
counsellor by recommending school leavers who want to further their tertiary education 
courses that are more suitable for them, based on their academic results and their 
personality. 
The system will only be able to be deployed in Malaysia as the education systems 
are different in each country thu making this system n t suitable to be used in other 
countries. The main fo us zr up of the ystcm would b ch 1 leavers, cith r from 
matri ulation or fr m pr - univ rsity ours .s lik I· rm ix. 
The sy tern will be a web based sy tern t fa ilitat the use f th system 
anywhere in the world and at th amc time pr vidin • the advisory service at anytime of 
the day, unlike a human car er oun llor. 
The case ba ed reasoninu t .hniqu is one or the reasoning methods in artificial 
intelligence where a problem is solved using similar solved cases in the past, by adapting 
the similar cases to the current problem. This technique closely mimics a human's ability 
to solve problems rather than the conventional machine way which is more static. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Problem Definition 
In the every growing community, each parent would want to have their children to 
become someone successful in the future. Therefore, there would definitely be extra 
burden and pressure when students choose their next big step in their life, which is what 
course to pursue for their tertiary education. 
Usually, school leavers may opt to choose the most popular courses like medical, 
engineering and law. But not all students fit into the mould, and it will eventually prove 
costly in the end. Judging based solely on the academic qualification alone is not enough 
to prove that the courses chosen are the right and suitable choices for the students. 
Moreover, undertaking one course requires the under landing f the certain skills 
and talents that is needed t excel the field ch sen. ornc cours like law may require 
good ornmuni uti 11 skills and a 10 d me111 ry while thcrs may rely on certain thinking 
skills and creativity. 
Having really understandin r a suitable course to und nakc may require a student 
to meet career councelors to enable th m to know more on the field that arc more 
preferable than the rest. But unfortunat ly m t students arc shy and ignorant of such 
revenue. 
The Program Advisory System would help eliminate such problems by 
recommending and advising students to undertake courses that are suited to their 
personality and desires. This is done by the case based reasoning technique, where the 
problems are matched with similar solved cases stored in the system's memory to come 
out with a possible solution. 
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1.2 Objectives of the system 
The objectives of the systems are: 
• To provide a platform for students to get advise and recommendation on what 
courses that are more suitable to them 
• To eliminate time wastage and cost of having to change courses or profession in 
the future by guiding students to choose course that they would feel comfortable 
with in the near future. 
• To provide the services of a career counsellor online that is accessible anywhere 
in the world, with the help of the ever growing Internet services 
1.3 Project Scope 
Th tar ict roup intended for this system w uld be tudents who intend to further 
their tertiary education either trai iht after TPM exuminati ns r from rnatriculati n. 
The domain expert used in this s st m w uld b a ar 'Cr c unscllor that usually provide 
advises and information ab ut pr fc ions and their requirements and kills needed. Thi 
system would mimi a care r oun llor in the way they analyze ones personality and 
desires and conclude with a list fr commended field to undertake. 
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1.4 System Limitation 
The system is designed to assist and to advise the user in the courses that deemed 
to suit the overall personality of the user itself. The recommended solutions are not 
finalized decisions as it may vary with the options that the user has already have in mind. 
The academic result will only determine the possible choices to undertake while the 
personality and desire result will further filter those possible choices to pin point the most 
recommended courses. 
The system also could only cover certain list of professions as it would take a 
longer period of time and information to actually have a complete database or knowledge 
base on the professions available in Malay ia or in the world. 
1.5 Project Schedule 
There arc a few pha in devcl pin 1 the Pro irum Advis ry ystcrn pr j ct which 
will cover a duration of I 0 m nths. Th . phns 'S ur ·: 
• Literature Rcvicx Pha c 
• Methodology Phase 
• System Analysis Phase 
• System Design Phase 
• System Implementation Phase 
• System Testing Phase 
• System Evaluation Phase 
4 
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The project timeline is as of below: 
2004 2005 
ID Task Name trarotton 
Jun I Jut I Aug I Sep I Oct I Nov I Dec Jan I Feb I Mar 
1 Initial Preparation eno 4w ncscarcn - 
2 t.ltcrarurc ncv.cw Phase Sw 
3 Metho<lolo9y Phase Sw 
4 System Analysis Phase 4w - 5 System Design Pt>ase ""' -= 
G System tmpternentat.on 16w Ph;isc 
' System Tcslin9 Ph<'ISC io-, 7 
8 System Cvatuauon Phllsc 2w - 
Figure I. I: Project Tinteline for the Program Advisory System 
1.6 Report Layout 
This report is divided int a few parts all a rding t the main pha cs in the 
project development. 
hapter 1 is the intr du tory haptcr that w uld explain about the definition of 
the project objectives, scope and limitation. hnptcr 2 w uld talk about the literature 
review that would be the ba is r the project that include the analysis of the inforrnation 
gathering about the project domain and the technical implantation of the project. 
Next, the methodology will be in Chapter 3 of this report and it will talk about the 
technologies and ideas that would be implemented into the project. 
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 are the System Analysis and the System Design chapters 
respectively. The System Design chapter will talk about the implementation of the design 
in the project and the 
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System Analysis chapter would be about the system needs and the requirements, 
for example functional requirements, non functional requirements, hardware and software 
requirements. 
Chapter G will be the System Implementation chapter where it will be touch the 
deployment and implementation of the project and also the programming codes that 
would form the backbone of the system. 
Next would be the System Testing chapter, which will be in Chapter 7 of this 
report. This chapter will mainly talk about the exhaustive testing phase of the system to 
check for errors and bugs. 
Last but not to forget, the Chapter 8 would talk about the System Evaluation and 
onclusion. 
]. 7 Chapter Summary 
A a summary, this introduct ry chapter talks briefly ab ut th Pr tram Advisory 
System by introducing the problem domain, the system objectives and also the overview 
of the project documentation. 
In this chapter also, the limitation of the system is also highlighted and the 
timeline estimated for the whole duration of the project development is also shown. 
In the next chapter, intensive literature review will be done regarding the 
application of the case based reasoning, technologies used and also the existing system 
review that has a similarity with the Program Advisory System. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
2.1 Artificial Intelligence 
2.1.1 Introduction to Artificial Intelligence 
The word artificial, from the Merriam Webster Dictionary is defined as 'humanly 
contrived often on a natural model' while intelligence is 'the ability to learn or 
understand or to deal with new or trying situations'. Put it together and you will fonn 
artificial intelligence, which is the capability of a machine to imitate intelligent human 
behaviour and it is a branch of computer science dealing with the simulation of intelligent 
behaviour in computers. 
"Artificial Intelligence may be defined as the branch of computer science that is 
concerned with the automation of intelligent behaviour" (Luger, 2002). So the basic idea 
of artificial intelligence evolves around imitatin i th intclli icncc of a human being and 
put to it to work int machine . 
Artificial intelliu nc can be divided into certain well known applications, such as 
stated below: 
• Games 
• Expert Systems 
• Natural language 
• Neural Networks 
• Robotics 
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In games, artificial intelligence is used to plot out the possible steps taken in a 
game of chess or checkers while in expert systems, artificial intelligence is used to 
provide reasonable and recommended opinion on decision making problems, imitating an 
expert's judgment and decision making skills and teclmiques in a particular field. Natural 
language helps the computers to 'understand' the human language while the neural 
networks are systems that mimic the physical connections and functions of a human 
brain. 
Last but not least, the robotics fields see the artificial intelligence application in 
mimicking the human's ability to observe, feel and react though certain stimulus. 
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2.2 Expert System: Introduction and Application 
Expert systems are systems that actually rrurruc an expert's ability to solve 
specific problems in their respective domains, thus providing certain problem solving 
skills that are non - existent in the theoretical knowledge world. These problems solving 
skills of an expert are derived from past experiences and judgements of similar problems 
faced by the expert him/herself. 
The expert system consist three major components: a knowledge base, a working 
memory and an inference engine. 
Knowledge 
Base 
Working 
M mory 
The knowledge base holds knowledge of an expert on a specific field. The 
knowledge provided by the expert may be in the form of problem facts, rules, concepts 
Expert System 
Figure 2. I: Basic Expert System Breakdown 
and relationships of the domain field. 
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The inference engine of the expert system would be what we call the knowledge 
processor, which will be backbone of the system itself. With this inference engine, the 
expert system would be able to reason like a human expert. This information processor 
will take into account the information provided by the user on a specific problem or 
question and it will analyze the information provided with the knowledge stored in the 
knowledge base. It will then provide the user with reasonable conclusions or 
recommended answers and solutions to the mentioned problem. 
Finally, the working memory functions as a storage area that contains the problem 
facts that are obtained during the course of analyzing and producing the conclusion or 
recommended solutions. 
'Expert systems encode a human expert's knowledge for a computer in such a 
fashion that this expert program can be run and the kn wled e applied where needed' 
was quoted from J Im Durkin s bo k, zxpcrt y terns: e i 111 and Devel pmcnt, Thi is 
one of the reasons why an expert system is onstru I d. 
Below is a table that c mparcs the function ability of a human expert and an 
expert system, extracted from John Durkin 's ~ xpcrt y tcm: csign and Development. 
Factors, Buman Expert Expert System - 
Time availability Workdays only Always available 
Geographic Location Locally Anywhere needed 
Safety Concerns Irreplaceable Replaceable 
Perishable Yes No 
Performance Varies Consistent 
Speed Varies Consistent and faster 
Cost High Affordable 
Table 2.1: omparison of a Human Expert and an Expert System Un
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2.3 Case Based Reasoning 
Case based reasoning is based upon the general idea that similar problems faced 
are best solved using similar solutions encountered in the past thus the important factor in 
case based reasoning is to learn from experience. 
A special characteristic of case based reasoning that is worth mentioning is that 
this technique of reasoning doesn't require an exact copy of the problem solved in the 
past to find the solution. Whereas other artificial intelligence techniques that are model 
based, cased based reasoning excels well when in situations where the problem domain is 
not well understood by the system or user. 
The basic idea of the functionality of a case based reasoning system is that 
thought retrieval of similar case fr m a rep sit ry f pa t case and adapting it into the 
current problem domain t come ut with a soluti n. Below depicts the advantages case 
based reasoning technique hold compar d to thcr artifi ial intelli ten e techniques: 
• Avoids problems related to th knowledge elicitation and codification 
• The need to address only the problem that actually happens while other systems 
take all possible problems in consideration 
• Able to handle failed cases, where it will be able to identify potentially high risk 
problems 
• Able to handle domains that are poorly understood since it contradicts with 
hypothetical models. 
• Solutions recommended are more humanly inclined as it is similar with the human 
reasoning technique. 
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Theoretically, there are four important stages of case based reasoning. It is also 
commonly referred to the R 4 model. They are: 
• Retrieve - Retrieve similar cases to the target problem 
• Reuse - Reuse past solutions 
• Revise - Revise or adapt the suggested solutions to better fit the target problem 
• Retain - Retain the target and solution in the case - base (repository). 
~CODIFY 
Tar et Cue 
Problem description 
< 11, .... fn> 
=======._] Problem description ---i <11 ..... fn> 
Target Case 
RETRIEVE 
Problem d scripuon 
<fl, .... In> Solutlon(s) 
Probl\'!m description 
REUSE 
AND 
REVISE 
Cuo-buo 
Tar et Cue Com leted Tar et Case 
Problem description Proposed 
< 11 •...• fn> solution 
Problem description Solution --==::::::======= 
<11, ... , fn> 
Figure 2.2: Case Based Reasoning Processes (Shephard, unknown) 
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From the figure, we can see clearly the flow of the case based reasoning process. 
First and foremost, the real world problem is codified into the system as the target case. 
This process collects case attributes values that identify the problem type and 
differentiate one problem type from another. Theses case attributes are used as indices for 
case storage and retrieval. 
The next process is the retrieval process, where the target case is used to find the 
similar solved case in the repository or case - base of the system. Although it is unlikely 
an exact match will occur, this is where the next process of reuse is important. The reuse 
of the similar solved case is vital as it provides information that will help to come out 
with a recommended solution to the target problem. In order to reuse the similar solved 
case, the revise process is needed. 
The adaptation of the similar solved case captures the d main theory of the 
attribute values and also the elution. The outcome C the reuse and revise processes will 
be the proposed solution of the tar ict pr blcm. The cute me then will be stored into the 
case base together with the initial target problem, now known as as lvcd case. This is the 
retain process in the case based reas ning system. Note that even th ugh the possible 
outcome may also fail to be adapted and r turns as a failed case, it will also be kept into 
the case base in the same manner as a solved case. This is because the failed case will be 
used as a reference for the future similar target problems. 
There are a range of different methods to measure similarity between cases in a 
case based reasoning system. These similarity method will be vital in deciding the 
features that are used to rate the similarity between the target problem and the solved 
cases in the case base. These may include: 
1- 
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• Nearest Neighbour Algorithms 
The most popular similarity measure and are based upon straight - forward 
distance measures for each feature. All features must be standardized to enable an 
accurate measuring and also to ensure that the choice of unit has no particular 
influence on the calculation. 
A common algorithm used in the calculation is as of below: 
S!M(C, C2, P) = )L. je p Feature_ dissimilarityi C11, C21) 
Equation 2. I: Feature Dissimilarity Formula (Shephard, unknown) 
where P is the set of 11 features, and arc ca es and 2 
2 
( lj- 2)) 
Fi ature _dissimilarity( lj 2) 0 
Equation 2.2: Featur Dissiniilarit Function (Shephard, 1111k11ow11) 
where (i) the features are numeric, (ii) is the feature are categorical and cl) = c2) 
or (iii) where the features are categorical and c,J ':/:. c2) respectively. 
• Manually Guided Induction 
An expert will manually identify the important features, but this is not appropriate 
as it is clearly not ideal for an expert system where an expert is needed. 
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• Template Retrieval 
This mimics the database retrieval process where the user provides the values for 
a subset of the problem description and all the cases that matched these values are 
retrieved. 
• Specificity Preferences 
Cases are chosen based on the idea of the cases that matched the features exactly 
rather than those that matched generally. 
• Frequency Preferences 
Cases that are most frequently retrieved in the past are preferred compared than 
the rest. 
• Recency Preferences 
The more r cntly match d case ar preferred v r th sc that have not been 
matched for some period of time. 
• Object - Oriented imilarity 
This algorithm is designed spc if ally for c rnplcx problem domains where there 
are the necessities to compare b etwccn different stru turcd cases. 
• Fuzzy Similarity 
This method uses the concepts such as the 'at-least-as-similar' and the 'just- 
noticeable-difference' as opposed to crisp values. 
However, these similarity measures too bear their own down sides. They could be 
a problem when it comes to symbolic or categorical features and also the inability to take 
into consideration information that can be derived from the structure of the data. 
l 
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Even though it seems like the case based reasoning is the ultimate technique that 
similarly mimic the human reasoning ability, it has also its own shortcomings. For 
instance, if the case based reasoning case - base doesn't have a sufficient similar case to 
the target problem, the reuse and adapt processes may be inappropriate. This is modelled 
to a human, when a person encounters a problem that he I she have no previous 
experience to. Lack of similar cases may tend to make the so - called solution to be bias. 
There is also the possibility of the system where it is unable to recognize the new 
problem type. That is when a new case is distinguished from previous cases by a feature 
or features are not represented in the indices, the case based reasoning will be unable to 
recognize the distinction. 
The problem of the system's validation process also poses another disadvantage 
of the case based reasoning. The extent of the limit of the case base data on a specific 
domain must be taken into account. Thi is to ensure the system understands and know its 
own limitations and to determine when the case base data has insufficient similar cases t 
be used and adapted into the target problem. 
7 
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2.4 Differences between Rule Based Reasoning and Case Based Reasoning 
Rule based expert system is defined as a program that processes problem specific 
information contained in the working memory with rules stored in the knowledge base 
using the inference engine to produce new information or perhaps recommendations to 
the user. 
The architecture of a rule based system is similar to the original model of the 
expert system, but with an addition of a few more subsystems that will complement the 
system. These subsystems are: 
• User Interface 
• Developer Interface 
• Explanation Facility 
• ·xternal Pro zrarns 
In a rule based rcasoninu ystcm, the rules in the knowlcd re bu c is representing 
the information contained in th lone - term memory and the facts contained in the 
working memory represent the situations in the short term memory. The other major 
component, the inference engine functions as the reasoning component where it compares 
the facts with the premises of the rules in the knowledge base to see which rule fits the 
situation. 
The rules that fits or fires in the terms of artificial intelligence, have their own 
conclusions and these conclusions will be stored in the working memory and the whole 
process will be iterated until no other rules has anything that matches the facts contained 
in the working memory. 
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Rule Based Expert System 
External .. · 
Programs . 
Knowledqe. 
Base 
Working 
Memory 
Explanation 
Facility 
User 
Interface 
Developer 
Interface 
User Knowledge 
Engineer 
Figure 2.3: Rule Based Expert Sys! 1111 Breakdown 
There are some distinct advanta res of a rule based system, mainly: 
• Use of Relevant Knowledge 
The system will only u e the relevant rules lo the problem, where the system will 
decide on which rules to pursue based on the discovered information in order to 
solve the problem. This is due because the system may have many rules that can 
address a number of problem issues. 
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• Consistency Checking 
The fixed structure of the rule, which are IF ... THEN statements, allows for 
consistency checking of the system. This is to ensure that same situations will not 
lead to different actions. For example, when there are two same rules with the 
same IF statement but with conflicting or different THEN statements, the system 
should be able to check and alert the users or developer of the possible conflict, 
• Utilization of Heuristic Knowledge 
The expert's 'rules of thumb' or heuristics help them to effectively solve 
problems. These heuristics are gathered though out their careers and experiences 
and are more valuable then the fundamental knowledge obtained in a classroom. 
The rule based systems blend well with these heuristics where we can code these 
heuristics that work in a comm 11 sense settin to c me out with conclusions or to 
effectively control the scar h of the kn wled )C base. 
• Can Incorporate Variables 
Variables can be used in the rules where it will further enhance the performance 
of the rule based system. Thi also promoted the rcu c of rules where it can be 
applied across similar objects. 
• Modularity of Knowledge 
A rule itself is an independent piece of information in the knowledge base. It 
depicts the facts that may be used to solve a problem from the THEN statement 
by using the IF statements as a comparison. Being independent mean that the 
rules can be reviewed on its own in order to verify its correctness. 
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However, these are also some drawbacks of the rule based reasoning systems, where: 
• Require Exact Matching 
The rule based system matches the facts in the working memory with the rules 
stored in the knowledge base, meaning that exact matching is required to happen 
before any rule can be fired and fitted into the working memory for further 
progress. For instance: 
IF 
THEN 
The coffee is hot 
Cool it first 
If in the working memory we place these two statements to be matched: 
The coffee is piping hot 
The coffee's temperature is hot, 
the system may not have an exact match and the rule will not fire. Even though 
the meanings of the two statements arc similar, as long as the system couldn't 
match them w rd by w rd, the rule will still not fire. 
• Slow Processing Rate 
To be able to match the rules with the facts in the working memory, the system 
must do an exhaustive sear h though out the kn wlcd re base for the exact rule to 
be fir d. Knowing that the knowledge base has a vast amount of rules stored, this 
will result a slower processing time 
• Have Opaque Rule Relationships 
It would be difficult to determine how rules are logically related to one another 
through an inference chain. For example, to have Rule A to fire, Rule B must be 
met and to have Rule C to fire, Rule C must be fired first. This can go on to a big 
number of rules before the initial rule to be fired. Moreover, rules can be place 
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anywhere in a knowledge base and with a large number of rules to match, it will 
be difficult to locate and trace the correct related rules. 
Both case based reasoning systems and rule based reasoning systems have their 
own distinct advantages and disadvantages. Below would be a comparison table between 
these two major reasoning methods of artificial intelligence study. 
Table 2.2: Comparison of case based reasoning systems with rule based reasoning 
systems 
Criteria .. Case Based Reasoning Rule Based Reasoning 
Situations Used Poorly understood problem Well-understood, stable, 
area with complex narrow problem area and 
structured data that changes justification by rule-trace 
slowly with time and acceptable 
justification required 
Knowledge Unit Cases Rules 
Processing Time Longer Shorter 
Learning Ability No Yes 
Explanation mechanism Backtrack I rule firin •s Similar solved cases 
Growth Easy as ascs arc individual Difficult as rules n ed to be 
units of it own rewritten 
Solution Obtained Based on the rules fired ascd on adaptation of 
similar cases 
Advantages Easy t s t up a knowledge Ability to incorporate 
base. variables into rules. 
Cases matched based on Consistency checking for 
similarity between problem possible problematic rules 
and solved cases in the case in the knowledge base 
base. 
Disadvantages Similarity measuring Requires exact matching of 
method not fully tested. rules to enable them to be 
fired. 
May not be able to Difficult to capture 
recognize a new case. knowledge on a problem 
domain in a set of rules 
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2.5 Technology Review 
2.5.1 System Architectures 
2.5.1.1 Microsoft .Net Framework 
The .NET Framework is a new computing platform that simplifies application 
development in the highly distributed environment of the Internet. The .NET Framework 
is designed to fulfil the following objectives: 
• To provide a consistent object-oriented programming environment whether object 
code is stored and executed locally, executed locally but distributed through the 
Internet, or executed remotely. 
• To provide a code-execution environment that minimizes software deployment 
and versioning conflicts. 
• To provide a d -cxc uti 11 cnvir nmcnt that iuarantccs safe execution of code, 
including code crcat d by an unknown or semi-trusted third party. 
• To provide a odc-cxe ution environment that eliminates the performance 
problems of scripted or interpreted environments. 
• To make the developer experience onsistent across widely varying types of 
applications, such as Windows-based applications and Web-based applications. 
• To build all communication on industry standards to ensure that code based on the 
.NET Framework can integrate with any other code. 
The .NET Framework has two main components: the common language runtime 
and the .NET Framework class library. The common language runtime is the foundation 
of the .NET Framework where the runtime can be regarded as an agent that manages 
code at execution time, providing core services such as memory management, thread 
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management, and remoting, while also enforcing strict type safety and other forms of 
code accuracy. In fact, the concept of code management is a fundamental principle of the 
runtime. Code that targets the runtime is known as managed code, while code that does 
not target the runtime is known as unmanaged code. The class library, the other main 
component of the .NET Framework, is a comprehensive, object-oriented collection of 
reusable types that you can use to develop applications ranging from traditional 
command-line or graphical user interface (GUI) applications to applications based on the 
innovations provided by ASP.NET, such as Web Forms and XML Web services. 
Features of the Common Language Runtime 
The common language runtime manages memory, thread execution, code 
execution, code safety verification, compilation, and other system services. These 
features are intrinsic t the mana d c de that runs n the c mmon language runtime. 
With regards to security, manancd components arc awarded varying degrees of 
trust, depending on a number of factors that include their origin (such as the Internet, 
enterprise network, or local computer). This means that a managed component might or 
might not be able to perform file-a cess operations, registry-access operations, or other 
sensitive functions, even if it is being used in the same active application. 
The runtime enforces code access security. For example, users can trust that an 
executable embedded in a Web page can play an animation on screen or sing a song, but 
cannot access their personal data, file system, or network 
The runtime also enforces code robustness by implementing a strict type-and- 
code-verification infrastructure called the common type system (CTS). The CTS ensures 
that all managed code is self-describing. The various Microsoft and third-party language 
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compilers generate managed code that conforms to the CTS. This means that managed 
code can consume other managed types and instances, while strictly enforcing type 
fidelity and type safety. 
ASP.NET . 
(Runtime) 
Internet 
tnrormatfon 
Services 
1 Menag<?d W<?t> 
application~ 
Unn>anoged eppllcetlon• 
Figure 2.4: Relationship of tit co111111 11 Ian uag' n111ti111 and the class library to the 
applications and lo the overall system. 
In addition, the managed environment or the runtime eliminates many common 
software issues. The runtime also accelerates developer productivity. For example, 
programmers can write applications in their development language of choice, yet take full 
advantage of the runtime, the class library, and components written in other languages by 
other developers. 
While the runtime is designed for the software of the future, it also supports 
software of today and yesterday. The runtime is designed to enhance performance. 
Although the common language runtime provides many standard runtime services, 
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managed code is never interpreted. A feature called just-in-time (JIT) compiling enables 
all managed code to run in the native machine language of the system on which it is 
executing. Meanwhile, the memory manager removes the possibilities of fragmented 
memory and increases memory locality-of-reference to further increase performance, 
Finally, the mntime can be hosted by high-performance, server-side applications, 
such as Microsoft® SQL Server+" and Internet Information Services (IIS). This 
infrastructure enables you to use managed code to write your business logic, while still 
enjoying the superior performance of the industry's best enterprise servers that support 
runtime hosting . 
. NET Framework Class Library 
The .NET Framework class library is a collection of reusable types that tightly 
integrate with the common Ian ruagc runtime. The lass library is object - oriented, and 
this not only makes the .N T Framework type easy to use, but also reduces the time 
associated with learnin new features or th .N ·T Fram ·w rk. In additi n, third-party 
components can integrate without great ha sic with classes in the .N "'T Framework. 
As developers would expect fr m an object-oriented class library, the .NET 
Framework types enable them to accomplish a range of common programming tasks, 
including tasks such as string management, data collection, database connectivity, and 
file access. In addition to these common tasks, the class library includes types that 
support a variety of specialized development scenarios. For example, developers can use 
the .NET Framework to develop the following types of applications and services: 
• Console applications. 
• Windows GUI applications (Windows Forms). 
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• XML Web services. 
• Windows services. 
Client Application Development 
Client applications are the closest to a traditional style of application in Windows- 
based programming. These are the types of applications that display windows or forms on 
the desktop, enabling a user to perform a task. Client applications include applications 
such as word processors and spreadsheets, as well as custom business applications such 
as data-entry tools, reporting tools, and so on. Client applications usually employ 
windows, menus, buttons, and other GUI elements, and they likely access local resources 
such as the file system and peripherals such as printers. 
For instance, the Windows Forms lasses contained in the .N ~T Framework are 
designed to be used for UJ development. cvclopers asily can create command 
windows, buttons menus, toolbars, and other s rccn clements with the flexibility 
necessary to accommodate shifting business needs. 
Server Application Development 
Server-side applications in the managed world are implemented through runtime 
hosts. Unmanaged applications host the common language runtime, which allows custom 
managed code to control the behaviour of the server. This model provides users with all 
the features of the common language runtime and class library while gaining the 
performance and scalability of the host server. 
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Server-side managed code 
ASP.NET hosts XML Web 
services applications 
Windows .NET Enterpnse 
Server hosts the nmt1me and 
m;:inaged code 
Figure 2.5: A basic network schema with managed code running in different server 
environments. 
ASP.NET is the hosting environment that enables developers to use the .NET 
Framework to target Web-based applications. However, ASP.NET is more than just a 
runtime host; it is a complete architecture for developing Web sites and Internet- 
distributed objects using managed code. Both Web Forms and XML Web services use JIS 
and A P.N ~Ta the publi hin • mechanism for applicati ns, and both have a collccti n 
of supporting classes in the .NET Framework. 
XML Web services, an important evolution in Web-based technology, arc 
distributed, server-side application components similar to common Web sites. However, 
unlike Web-based applications, XML Web services components have no UI and are not 
targeted for browsers such as Internet Explorer and Netscape Navigator. Instead, XML 
Web services consist of reusable software components designed to be used by other 
applications, such as traditional client applications, Web-based applications, or even 
other XML Web services. As a result, XML Web services technology is rapidly moving 
application development and deployment into the highly distributed environment of the 
Internet. 
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2.5.2 Programming Languages 
2.5.2.1 Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 
Visual Studio .NET is a complete set of development tools for building ASP Web 
applications, XML Web services, desktop applications, and mobile applications. Visual 
Basic .NET, Visual C++ .NET, Visual C# .NET, and Visual J# .NET all use the same 
integrated development environment (IDE), which allows them to share tools and 
facilitates in the creation of mixed-language solutions. In addition, these languages blend 
in with the functionality of the .NET Framework, which provides access to key 
technologies that simplify the development of ASP Web applications and XML Web 
services. 
Visual J# 
Yi ual J# is a development t ol that dcvcl pcrs wh arc familiar with the Java- 
language syntax can u c to build applications and services n the .N T ·rarnework. It 
integrates the Java-Ian iua re syntax int th Visual tudi .N ~T integrated development 
environment (IDE). Visual J# is not a tool for developing applications intended to nm on 
a Java Virtual Machine. Applications and services built with Visual J# will run only in 
the .NET Framework. Visual J# has been independently developed by Microsoft and it is 
not endorsed or approved by Sw1 Microsystems, Inc. 
Smart Device Applications 
The Visual Studio .NET integrated development environment now includes tools 
for developing applications for smart devices, such as the Pocket PC. Using the tools and 
the .NET Compact Framework users can create, build, debug, and deploy applications 
that run on the .NET Compact Framework in personal digital assistants (PDAs), mobile 
phones, and other resource-constrained devices. 
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ASP.NET Mobile Designer 
ASP.NET Mobile Designer extends ASP.NET and the .NET Framework, 
allowing you to build Web applications for mobile phones, Personal Digital Assistants 
(PDA), and pagers. This designer is integrated into the Visual Studio IDE. Developers 
can create mobile Web applications, use the Mobile Designer to modify a mobile Web 
form, and then build and run the application, all from within Visual Studio. 
Web Forms 
Web Forms are an ASP.NET technology that is used to create programmable Web 
pages. Web Forms render themselves as browser-compatible HTML and script, which 
allows any browser on any platform to view the pages. Using Web Forms, you create 
Web pages by dragging and dropping controls onto the designer and then adding code, 
similar to the way that is used t create Visual Basic forms. 
Windows Forms 
Windows Forms is the new platform for Microsoft Windows application 
development, based on the .NET Framework. 1 his tramcwork provides a clear, object- 
oriented, extensible set of classes that enables you to develop rich Windows applications. 
XML \Vcb Services 
XML Web services are applications that can receive requests and data using XML 
over HTTP. XML Web services are not tied to a particular component technology or 
object-calling convention and can therefore be accessed by any language, component 
model, or operating system. In Visual Studio .NET, you can quickly create and include 
XML Web services using Visual Basic, Visual C#, JScript, Managed Extensions for C++, 
or A TL Server. 
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XML Support 
Extensible Markup Language (XML) provides a method for describing structured 
data. XML is a subset of SGML that is optimized for delivery over the Web. The World 
Wide Web Consortium (W3C) defines XML standards so that structured data will be 
uniform and independent of applications. Visual Studio .NET fully supports XML, 
providing the XML Designer to make it easier to edit XML and create XML schemas. 
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2.5.2.2 JavaScript 
JavaScript is a very well known scripting language used by many in the world of 
programming. It is commonly used to improve the web pages design by add interactivity 
to HTML pages, validate forms and more. 
A scripting language is defined as a lightweight programmmg language and 
functions nicely when it is embedded directly in HTML pages. Most users do no need to 
register or purchase a license before using JavaScript and were developed by Netscape 
and basically work well in all major browsers. 
Not forgetting, Java.Script is an interpreted language, meaning that scripts execute 
without preliminary compilation of the codes. 
Below are some of the benefits of JavaScript: 
• Java cript gives HTML designers a pro ramming tool as it is a scriptin l language 
with a very simple syntax. It is a relativ ly easy to insert small lines f code into 
HTML pages to further enhance its capabilities. 
• JavaScript can put dynamic text into an HTML page by using statement like: 
docmnent.writc("<hl>" +name+ "</hl>") 
which can write a variable text into an HTML page. 
• JavaScript can react to events by executing commands or codes when something 
happens, like when a page has finished loading. 
• JavaScript can read and write HTML elements 
• JavaScript can be used to validate data before it is submitted to a server as this 
will save the server from extra processing 
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2.5.3 Databases 
2.5.3.1 Microsoft SQL Server 
Microsoft SQL Server is a relational database management system (RDBMS) 
which is part of Microsoft's BackOffice family of servers. SQL Server was designed for 
client/server use and is accessed by applications using SQL. It runs on Windows NT 
version 3.5 or higher and it is compliant with the ANSI SQL- 92 and FIPS 127 - 2 SQL 
standards. 
SQL Server supports symmetric multiprocessing hardware, Simple Network 
Management Protocol or SNMP, Open Database Connectivity or ODBC and major open 
standard communications protocols. It has Internet integration, data replication, data 
warehousing features and also reporting services available. 
Microsoft L ervcr was ri 1inully developed by ybasc orporation but the 
cooperation was broken before the ver ion 6.0. 
Currently, the latest version of L ervcr is the L crvcr 2000 and the 
upcoming version would be SQL Server 2005 that boasts a wide range of upgrades and 
capabilities. 
SQL Server provides a better and more powerful tool for databases compare to 
the other version of database management system by Microsoft, which is Microsoft 
Access. Both cater different kinds of data types and variables. 
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J.6 Existing System Reviews 
2.6.l MyMajors -www.mymajors.com 
MyMajor is advisory system for people who want to further their studies to 
colleges and universities. This system will advise and recommend college majors and 
universities majors based on the level of education the user has reached, basically 
catering only for high school senior and college freshmen in the United States. 
This system is online based and has been around for since 2003. It interface is 
based on Active Server Pages and has database connectivity to store users information. 
These are some of the MyMajors advisory system's functionalities: 
• User Registration 
This is one feature that is provided by the sy tern, where a new user has to 
register him I she elf before they can use the system. This is to facilitate 
the system to retrieve the gathered information from the user and store it 
into the system databa c so that when the user logs in again next time, the 
system can 'recognize' the user and the information supplied by the user 
during the previous vi ·it. 
Login Screen 
Please enter your login Information below to gain 
eccess lo this site. 
Password r- 
Usern~me/l.ogin n.,ma 
Figure 2. 6 Login Screen of the My Majors advisory system 
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• Grade Level and Exam Results Recognition 
The next functionally featured in the system is the grade level and exam 
results recognition, where the user will need to input the current level of 
education and the results of the major exams taken. 
General Data 
St:l•.:l tt•• CP11. Sc.:.141<1 of youi '"CJh /C 4.0 Scale 
1t1<.huol r- '3.0 Scale 
\Vhot was (is} your hlQh school urede point evereoej 
GPA !H-0::] 
Whtc:h echtevemcnt rest have you tal..cn? If you tool.. both the 
ACT and the SAT, choose ACT. 
11.i~hi•1rn11l""' I •t:\11 I .tk•n f"' ACr 
ti'SAT 
r Neither Taken 
Figure 2. 7 User PA and Exam l ivel Acquisition Screen 
• Course Achievement and Enjoyment 
The course achievement and enjoyment function is to gather the user's 
grade according to the list of courses given and the level of enjoyment 
each individual course has riven to them, the u er. 
• , v ,. .. 
Course Achievement Course Enjoyment: 
... l•lv•· •c.huol, JlUW JllULJ• UJ..t 'f''-'1..1 MJIJJJV UJ UUl \ilfiilJY. U>•• l<>lt .. ""''"U t•J•,.•• .,.,.,,.,.I n1 ... , ~•- •h•u•.., .. 1.-. _,,,,).,,.._ .... ,..,,..,~.,..,.(I• 
, ... ...,,, .• ., ••"•" i•V .-11cl..1nu 1.., II••,.,,~,-.,~ .. ,,..,,.,_., l•v•I of •nl<:.Y""""'H. vc:.~ 
••t>t.o•l•n<.•<:t. 
,,,. ........ f'.ot• , ... ..... .. 
_.\I.., 1· r ,. r r r ,. 
c:- .. - ,. r ,. r r r r ,.. .. c .... .., ........ , •. 1·•• ..... ' ....... ·····-· ,. ...... ,,.,>vVI -=--.._- .. ·- ,- r r r r r ,- ...,. ,. ,~ 11-lf• .............. -.. •- ,- , <1 ,- r r , .. ..- ,. ' 
{C::-."' 
.,_.... r r ,. r r r r ,.. ,.,. ,- r 
r- .__._ ... ,. ,- r r r r , .. - ..- ,. 1·· 
--·~ •• ,. r r ,. ,.. r ,.. w , .• , 
..... ""'Uo ,_.,... ,. 
............... ~ .. 1· ,. 
, ... ,,,.._._~·---'.,.... r r , .- .- ,. ,. • r ,... -~ ~•w•><=••t ..... t:.,.,.,., ' ..... ~ ....... --.. •- r r r r r r ,.. ,- , .. 
-.,_. •- •- r r r ,- r r , <' r tc:._._,_ ......... , T.......,_ r- ,- ,. r r ,. ,. ,. ,.. ,. :• 
••ch.I •ovc4l•• 1- 
{c:. ..... ......., .. ,., ........ ,....., 
-··..-I "'··-·-·I ,._,,. J r-oi , .. 
Figure 2.8 Course Achievement Screen Figure 2.9 Course Enjoyment Screen 
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• Interested Courses and Majors 
The system also provided a list of courses for the user to choose from 111 
order to determine their more preferred courses or majoring to pursue. At 
the same time, the system will also prompt the user to select the most 
unlikely courses or majoring that the user will not pursue at all. There are 
60 courses and majoring provided to the user to choose from, ranging 
from accounting course up to urban and regional planning course. One 
unique feature provided here is the ability to input the recommended 
courses or majoring given by other people to the user, for instance from 
parents or from counsellor or even friends. 
Int: r •t:• 
....... , ... ............... ®~.tt~ii~·;· .
·- . :::.::.::r::·~·: 
.................. 
0 ... NO .. .............................. t.:.::-;. .. ~:: '; ~· . 
h:ff i~i~§/~::'!'" .. 
~::!:.."-J . ......................... - ....... -. .. ........... ................. _, .. ,., _ .. ........... "···-·· , .. ~~~~:i3~~:.~~:·. : ... 
' 111§ I ill! iii 
Figure 2.10 interested ourscs and Majors Screen 
P119• JO ol J6 
Recommendations of Others 
Do you wish to Include any one else's recommendations In this 
decision? For Instance, people who know you well (a parent, a 
teacher, a best friend, and/or a counselor) may have suggested 
majors for you to consider. 
<>Yes 
c No 
Figure 2.11 Recommendations of Others Screen 
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• Preferences and Values Questionnaire 
Almost at the end of the information acquisition of the system, the user is 
prompted to answer a questionnaire regarding their preferences and values 
on certain issues or questions. These will finally be included during the 
analysis of the courses and majoring recommended by the system to the 
user. It is more like a personality test and a judgement of likes and dislikes 
of the user. 
Preferences and Values 
1 """' 1.111...-t"' ('>' n•t1v111 .. .r Y•''" -'""" t.-. .. ,..,.0 ... 1n ,,,,,-1,•u "''"1 ... n .. , 
~~~-g~ ~:~1 ~11·~,~~..,~~l)~;.~::· .. ~~Q .;~.,,°o.,~ .. S.0.:~".~.'~1~<;'~ ;:~~, 0;;!,""" 
,.,._,, L.,.t11t ,..,,.ulL11. #W. "'"'Vht>ll\.t1lly i.!W. Y<.>U '-l"'• ._1 .... W, tu ,,.hc.•- 
whu l hur you: 
.......... .,, -<···· ····:· .... 
'" .• ,. ..;h•ll-•:.t- ····-~=·.! =~:!~;: :;; ,.. r- ,• 
., \1 , 1 ~:~: .. ::.:;~ • , ' 
...... ,. "" ~ :~::.~;; •• f • 
"··~· , 1 \l••l t ' ' 
• , .&.JJ...t!J..L 
,. ,. l.b..tl.lu.ik, 
' • ~h~l-'tk. 
, • .- "l:.hl!IJLJ,f' ''"""Y"' .. ' "'-"'""'"'' 1·"'"~'" •' ,... ,• , . .. ,.. ... lnq1 
, .... .s..h..:.JUA. 
l.l•••"''"'"' .... .,. Olt••VY!\Y~ • f 0 • f "' ! ( I f "h••ll1,I' 
•:,7;;, '~.'.~~~ ...... :.. : ... ·~.·;~: " ' •· ' ' "' ,,. ' '' -"hwlu,l1 ......... 
..... ,i..1 "'•)·"· ,..v ... . . ... ' .. ' . ,. ,, ' <ll<ell.).• u . 
Figure 2.1 I Prefcrenc 'Sand I .alncs Tucstionnaire Screen 
• Recommended Course and Feedback 
The final functionality feature is the display of the recommended results 
and the feedback form regarding the overall system performance and the 
recommendation given. The recommended course screen provides the user 
with the 6 most recommended courses or majoring and also their outline 
and requirements of the courses or majoring. While, the feedback form is 
important to further enhance the system by providing useful comments 
and feedback from the user to the system developers and owners. 
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Recommended Majors for 
William Choong (ID: 80911) 
MyH.,J1»·!i.r.C·m ontv •f!COm~d!: from amnnt 60 of t.t'K! 1"P.-0St 
rmoo-tanr uruversuv majors. It rs net ti ccmo-eheostve criree1 
pl1rnoln9 rest 
frorn the "1<1ta you prodded, tllesP. she 1najoos a1:pmv to be most 
consistent with ..,o:.ir interests, ooesereoces . .-ind ecnte v eroeors. 
Hank Major 
(I) "'~("'~il"',l'"i111tl"""~l'!f.-.,,<l!fitt1i,.,." 
(2) lliuh>o.t 
(J) llnlm.Uclen<.<S 
(<)~ 
(5) Uc.~ 
(6) H_,no.g.~mt1tt..1of."1roU!cn....S.'ts.:.C!I'.f' 
Click on a m"jl)f' 10 sue more lnfQl'mnll<>n a tout thlt inojot. 
iijfii.§i@ft..ij m=m 
Figure 2. 12 Recommended Majors Screen 
Feedback: Mnjor Annlyal• 
.............. ~~p~c:. .............. UHhl ,,,. ..... ,..,, .... .... 4" .. No l'IO•'n"<':' 
(I) Con't>Hrnr ~·~n.:c: 
(JJ u1 .. •l,:.o~ 
(_)) l'lonln1nl ~..,1.,.,..-; .. ,. 
{4) ,,.,- .. 
(!•) ,... ,rr. 'S<.l•"K.,... 
(<ll 1"'1,..n,..:io:o1~1c...,t 
l1>hHn ... U•>•1 Sy.,,.,..,,,. 
en lhc .-.,..._-, ... .,,.,.,,,.,1..,J •nnj._,,.,. u,,..., J., nu'l ,.. 1 .. :: • ....,,,.,...,, -l•v 
.ii ..... , , ..... V ,,..,~.,. .-: lor yo .. 7 l(nn-•nu hw: yu•• thin. .. 
"'4yM"jo'-.. ~eked the ronu •nnt•'H.,. I.• very 1,.,,~o•·fnnt' ''° uio; r--···-··--···-·--·----·--···--"-··-···-·····---·-····--·····-·· .. ··"·········· ... 
I 
Figure 2.13 Feedback Form Screen 
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2.6.2 Another Academic Advisor 
Another Academic Advisor or known as AAA is a planning system for students 
who are on probation due to the low CGPA score in any given semester. This system uses 
case based reasoning technique to recommend to a student to take courses that the student 
will be likely to succeed well in order to improve his /her GPA score. 
The problem description in this system listed below: 
• Gender 
• Ethnic Group 
• Current Standing 
• Major 
• Accumulative GPA 
• High chool Rank Percent 
• High School GPA 
• List of taken Course 
The system will be using the Nearest Neighbour algorithm for case retrieval as the 
cases will be stored in a flat file. The numeric value that will be calculated and used for 
the Nearest Neighbour algorithm will be the accumulative GPA, high school GPA and 
the rank percent in high school. 
Sim(J~, y) : lf.<:~0 x IR.~0-+ (0, l] 
,. { rnin(:r:,r), ifma3:(3', 1/) f: 0 Sinii », y) = ma x .r.,i1J . · · 
0, otherwise 
Equation 2.3 Similarity Calculation between two values (Binh.unknown ) 
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The system flow is depicted as below: 
New student 
(newcasej 
Retrieve the 
student's Profile 
Using Nearest Neighbor (NN) 
algorithm to fln<1 the most sm1ilar 
case from case base 
Store tne courses the 
student decides to take to 
hlsmer pronte 
At the end of the quarter. 
get the stud nt study 
result 
y s 
Store Ill c:i• to the 
CJS<.: oose 
END 
Figure 2.14 AAA System Flow (Binh, unknown) 
case 
b<ise 
The system will first prompt the user to key in the student's profile which consists 
of the student's academic and personal information. Then the AAA system will use the 
Nearest Neighbour algorithm to find the most similar case solved in the repository or 
known as case base. The case retrieved will have the list of courses divided into the 
positive and negative course groups, where the courses in the positive course group will 
be recommended to the student while the courses in the negative course group will be 
highlighted as the high - risk courses to take. 
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The student then will decide on what courses he I she should take based on the 
recommended list of course to take and the chosen courses will be stored in the student's 
own profile. At the end of the semester, the current semester academic results will be 
updated into the student's profile and the human advisor then will decide whether to put 
the updated profile into the case base to be stored, based on the final result of the profile. 
2. 7 Chapter Summary 
Chapter 2 is mainly about gathering information and understanding the system 
domain in order to develop the Program Advisory System. 
This chapter has talked about the case based reasonmg technique and it 
comparison with the rule based reasoning technique. There were also the technology 
reviews made in this chapter, as well as the existing system reviews. 
In the next upcoming chapter which is the methodology chapter, a few different 
software process models will be identified and reviewed. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
3 .1 Software Development Life - Cycle Model 
3 .2 Software Life - Cycle Selected 
3.3 Research Techniques and Methods 
3.4 Chapter Summary 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
3.1 Software Development Life- Cycle Model 
3.1.1 Introduction 
Software development life - cycle model (SDLC) or also known as software 
process model is defined as a conceptual model which is used in project management 
where it describes the phases needed to develop a software system. 
The phases in detail are: 
• Requirement phase 
This is the initial phase of a project where the client's requirements are taken into 
account and the concept is explored and refined. 
• Analysis phase 
The analysis phase is also known as the specification pha e as the client's 
requirements arc analyzed and do umcntcd in the form or a specification 
document where it states what the system is supposed to function for. The 
software project management plan is also prepared in this phase where it depicts 
the software development in detail. 
• Design phase 
The specification documentation prepared in the earlier phase is used to design 
the system. This is where the architectural design and the detail design of the 
system is done to describe how the system looks and functions. 
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• Implementation phase 
The implementation phase overlooks the process of coding and testing of the 
system based on the documents prepared in the earlier phases. Acceptance test is 
also preformed in this phase by the client as soon as the final system has been 
integrated together and further system testing is done. 
• Maintenance phase 
Corrective maintenance, perfective maintenance and adaptive maintenance sum 
up the last phase where at this phase, the final system is deployed and running at 
the client's place. 
3.1.2 Different Kinds of Life - Cycle Models 
There are a few different kinds of software life - cycle models, namely Waterfall 
Model, Iterative and Incremental Model and Rapid - Prototyping Model. These models 
have their O\Vn characteristics and have different benefits and downsides. 
Waterfall Model 
Waterfall model is a linear life cycle model equipped with feedback loops. These 
feedback loops enable changes to be made to the specific phases whenever there is a 
change of requirements. 
An important point of this model is that no particular phase is complete when the 
documentation of that phase has been completed and the deliverables of the phase has 
been checked by the software quality assurance group, as known as the SQA group. 
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Requirements 
A 
I 
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: ~ - - ~:~~!~:r:i::~_t~ - - ~ : 
I I 
.--~---~Y---. I 
I 
~---------------- I I 
A I 
I : 
~ - - ~~---:--D_e_si_g_n.--~'-+   - -  - - - -: l 
t l : 
I I 
I I 
Implementation ..... - , 1 
I I 
I I 
I I 
Analysis 
Postdelivery 
maintenance 
- Development 
- - ..,__ Maintenance Retirement 
Figure 3.1: Wate1fall Life Cycle Model (Schach, 2005) 
Testing in this model is an ongoing process and it has no special phase for it. It is 
also not done only at the end of each phase but through out the whole phase development. 
The advantage of the Waterfall model arc the enforced disciplined approach 
where documentations is to be provided at each phase and the products or each phase is 
to be approved by the SQA group. 
However, the downsides of this model arc the highly technical documentation 
prepared and also the fact that the earliest time a client can sec the working product is 
only after all the entire product documentation is done. This may lead to a 
misunderstanding of the flow and real needs of the clients in the end of the day. 
Iterative and Incremental Model 
Another well known software life - cycle model is the Iterative and Incremental 
Model. This model is create as iteration is an important aspect in software development 
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where iterations sees a system is constantly updated and revised until a satisfactory 
version of the system is developed. 
While incrementation is influenced by the Miller's Law, where at any one time, a 
human can only be able to remember and take in account approximately 7 chunks of 
information. This restriction has given birth to a method called stepwise refinement 
where at one single time, the 7 most important information is concentrated first, and then 
proceeded by the following 7 next most important information. This method works well 
in the software development world where more than 7 system requirements appear. 
All these factors has made the Iterative and Incremental life cycle model a reality, 
as what is depict on the figure below: 
Analysis 
workflow 
' I I I 
Increment A I Increment B I Increment C I Increment D I I 
I I 
I I 
' ' ' I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I - 
I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I 
----- I I I 
Requirements 
work flow 
Design 
work flow 
Implementation 
workflow 
Test 
work flow 
Time 
Figure 3.2: Iterative and Incremental Life Cycle Model (Schach, 2005) 
As we can see, the 4 major phases of a software development, represented here as 
workflows are divided into 4 increments. Each increment sees the iteration of the 4 
workflows, from the Requirements workflow to the Test workflow. The progress of each 
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increment at each phase is depicted with the purple shaded area of the curve at each 
workflow. 
The next diagram will clearly show the iteration of the workflow better. 
Increment B 
Test 
workflow 
. 
I 
Iteration B.1 Iteration B.2 Iteration B. 3 
j 
I 
I 
: r 
Implementation!=;:====~::=============~~~=====- --.+'~ workflow 
. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
. ' 
' I 
; I 
I 
Requirements 
workflow I 
I 
I 
I 
j Analysis 
~ workflow 
:::i 
0 x: 
c Design 
§ workflow 
(lJ 
a.. 
I 
I 
I 
i 
\.. , ~' I 
• • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • I 
I I •••·•••••• ·•·••• 
~ 
1 
-...-.::::::::-- ..... Time 
. Baslline 
Figur 3.3: Iteration Process (Schoch, 2005) 
For instance, at the start of the life - cycle, the software developers concentrate 
more on the requirements phase where a few iterations is made to further complete and 
extend the artifacts. To-wards the middle of the life - cycle, the emphasis will be shifted 
more to the analysis, design and the implementation phases, depicted in Figure 3.3 
earlier. 
It is to be note that each incrementation has its own number of iterations, 
depending on the workload and enhancements done at each incrementation. And also, 
each of the iteration is not done solely on one specific workflow only. It involves all four 
workflows, but at certain iterations any one of the workflow may predominate. 
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At a glance, the Iterative and Incremental life - cycle can be considered as a set of 
mini projects where each projects are incremented to form the whole complete system. 
Each mini project iterates between the four major workflows and testing is done through 
out the iterations and incrementations. 
Rapid - Prototyping Model 
A prototype is a working model that is the subset of the working model. A 
prototype also maybe only provide a minimum amount of working parts as it is not 
refined and is error prone. 
Rapid 
prototype 
:- - - - ch~~-9~ci- - - - -: 
----~ .~--- 
: ~--~:~~!~:~:~.t~ __ J : 
I I 
...--'-~~~~t.:..-~ : 
I +----------------., I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Analysis 
Design -<- - - - - - - - - ... 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Implementation ~- ~ : 
I I 
I I 
Postdelivery 
maintenance 
___.,_ Development 
- - +- Maintenance Retirement 
Figure 3.4: Rapid Prototyping Life - Cycle Model (Schach, 2005) 
However, the rapid - prototyping life - cycle model's main goal is to build a 
l=>t-ototype for it to be view by the clients and other end users for them to interact and to 
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provide productive feedbacks to the software developers to enable them to construct a 
specification document that is more or less able to meet the client's real world needs. 
One of the major key points of this life - cycle model is the linearity of the model, 
where feedback loops used in the Waterfall Model can be ignored. This is due to the fact 
that the prototype is used to construct the specification document, thus making the 
documentation correct as the prototype some how or rather has been validate by the 
clients. 
The rapid prototyping life - cycle also eases the implementation phase as the 
initial prototype has given some insights to the developers how the design should be, and 
just proceed to further enhancing the working model. 
After the system has been testing and approved by the client, it will be deployed 
and the post delivery maintenance will proceed. This is also where the cycle repeats 
itself: at either one of the phases to further maintain and enhance the system 
One clear benefit of this model is that the use of the rapid prototype is to reflect 
the client's needs, so developers need to build the prototype and modify it in a short 
period of time. This will greatly speed up the software development process. 
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3.2 Software Life- Cycle Selected 
For the Program Advisory Program, the software life - cycle selected will be the 
Rapid Prototyping Life - Cycle Model. 
There are many benefits that can be said of the life - cycle model selected. 
Mainly, the reasons for it are: 
• Able to capture the client's and end - user's needs more effectively 
For the Program Advisory System, the domain users would be career 
counsellors and future student who want to pursue their tertiary education. To be 
able to grasp what their needs are may be difficult using the conventional way of 
interviewing and surveying. 
By rapid prototyping, the domain users can see a glimpse of the upcoming 
system and it will be easier for them to express their thoughts and ideas through 
the prototype. In this way, the complete system will be suited to their needs from 
the very first day itself 
• Software development processes made easier 
Through rapid prototyping, the initial prototype that has been built will be 
discarded. But the initial prototype holds the key points to the design and 
implementation of the final system. 
This is due to the fact that the system's initial design has been seen by the 
client and also the end user. Their feedback on the design will be vital in 
modifying the original design specification rather than to have to change it later 
during the implementation phase, like the other life - cycle models. 
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3.3 Research Techniques and Methods 
To be able to come out with a relatively good system, initial research and 
development is vital. The kinds of information perceived during the research period also 
influence the level of understanding of the domain problems that may arise during the 
design and implementation process of the system. 
A good level of understand the domain knowledge also curb from any 
misunderstanding of concepts during data acquisition and knowledge engineering. 
For the development of the Program Advisory System, the methods used to 
research and gather information related to the systems are: 
• Interviewing 
To full understand the way a career counsellor guide an individual to 
choose a course that is deemed suitable for him I herself, interviews may be the 
best way to capture the heuristics and experiences used. This valuable knowledge 
cannot be put to words at times and cannot be f und in books or any published 
papers. 
Interviews will also be done to the other domain users to grasp the ideal 
outlook of the system and its functionality. 
• Internet 
The Internet has proven time and time again as a major source of 
information and knowledge. Tons and tons of information can be gathered 
through the Internet, and communication between people is far more efficient 
through the Internet. 
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• Reference books and research papers 
References books and research papers are one of the reliable sources of 
information to people. These written products are the brainchild of authors who 
spend many sleepless nights doing intensive research and development to bring 
and to interpret knowledge into words can last forever. 
• Related thesis done 
Past thesis done may provide insights of how a thesis should look like and 
the do's and don't while documenting a thesis. One way or another, we can learn 
a lot from just reviewing past thesis, either to grab hold of the formats used or 
maybe to provide vital information where other resources couldn't. 
• Discussions with Supervisors and Moderators 
Supervisors arc the best source for points and reviews, as they are more 
well - versed in the given field of research. They arc the ones that will sec the 
common errors committed and should be a good place to seek m re insights of the 
research area 
3. 4 Cit apter S1111111ta1J1 
In Chapter 3, 3 methodologies, namely the Waterfall Life Cycle Model, the 
Iterative and Incremental Life Cycle Model and the Rapid Prototyping Model were 
1lltroduced together with their pros and cons. 
This chapter also talked about the research techniques and methods used for this 
lJt"Qject. In the next chapter, Chapter 4 will be about the system analysis where the 
f\1llctional and non - functional requirements are identified. 
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Chapter 4: System Analysis 
4.1 Introduction 
In a software development process, the first and foremost important process that 
needs to be completed it the requirements engineering process, where most of the 
system's requirements are identified and taken into consideration 
The term requirements in the world of software development can be related to a 
high - level abstract statement of a service or of a system constraint to a detailed 
mathematical functional specification. To put into a lay man's words, requirements mean 
what a person wants, and in this case what the client wants to have in the system that is to 
be developed. 
Requirements engineering is the process of establishing the services that the client 
wants from a system and the limitations of what the system can do. It is a very important 
process because wrong requirements may not reflect the real needs of a client in the 
system and also it would be expensive to make changes after it has been agreed to in the 
first place. 
Basically, requirements are divided into two groups, which are the functional 
requirements and also the non - functional requirements. The detailed explanation of 
these requirements will be discussed in the next few sub chapters, together with the 
Program Advisory System's functional and non - functional requirements. 
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4.2 Functional Requirements 
Functional Requirements is defined as the statements of services the system 
should provide, how the system will react to situations and the limitations of the system. 
The functional system requirements describe the system services in great detail 
while the functional user requirements are high - level statements of what the system 
should do and provide. 
For the Program Advisory System, the functional requirements are as of below: 
• Information Gathering 
The system must be able to gather relevant information about the domain 
user in order to begin the advisory process. The information gathered will be 
converted into a structured template to be easily reviewed. 
This is done by requesting the needed information in a presentable media, 
like for instance a form, where the information the user keyed into the form will 
used. 
• Information Analysis 
The Program Advisory System main functionality is to be able to perform 
information analysis to come out with a conclusion to the problem target of the 
client or the user. This will be done using the case - based reasoning technique 
where the problem target is compared with the similar solved cases stored in the 
database. 
The comparison will based on the key features identifies and deemed the 
important points that can distinguish any given problem domain. The system will 
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be able to 'think' like a human and give conclusion like any human expert would 
do. 
• Recommendations and Advices 
The system should be able to present the analyzed information and 
produce solutions. Note that the solutions produced shouldn't be considered as 
I 00 percent correct, but would be a recommended answer to the given problem 
target. 
Suitable advices or supporting ideas should also be given to further 
support the recommended solution to give some sort of an explanation to the user. 
This system should be taken as only an advisory source. 
Next, use - case modelling is a process of modelling a system's functionality in 
the shape of business events, by the person who initiates the events and by how will the 
system responds to those initiated events. 
Use case diagram is a diagram that is used to show the interactions between the 
system and the external systems and users. It depicts the users of the system and how will 
they be able to interact with the system. 
The following figure will show the use case diagram for the Program Advisory 
System. 
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4.3 Non Functional Requirements 
Non Functional Requirements specifies that the properties of the system itself, for 
example the properties of the platform used, the expected response time or perhaps the 
reliability of the overall system. 
The functional requirements is either fulfilled or not, but the non functional 
requirements are thing that can be measured, in one way or another. One major point 
worth pondering on is that non functional requirements may pose to be more critical than 
functional requirements where failure to meet up with the non functional requirements 
may cause the whole system to useless. 
The non functional requirements of this system are: 
• Usability 
This system would be very user -friendly us the interface that is to be 
integrated will be pleasing to the eye and also with the actions keys and button 
placed at strategically position areas for easy manoeuvring. 
The system also will be easy to use as most part of the system has easy to 
read instructions to help the user to go around the system 
• Efficiency 
The system will be high efficient as every transaction of information will 
be done at real time. Waiting time will be at a minimal figure and loading of the 
system will not burden the client's hardware resources. 
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• Reliability 
The Program Advisory System will be place in a very reliable platform 
and this will further enhance the reliability factor. The system will be equipped 
with error checking facilities and error messages in events of any problems or 
complications encountered. 
• Portability 
The system is highly portable as it will be deployed in a web server and 
can be accessed anywhere in the world through the Internet. Just as long as the 
user has an internet connection, he or she can access this system online. 
• Expandability 
The system should be able to undergo changes to provide newer features, 
functionality and future enhancement of the database. 
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4.4 Hardware Requirements 
4.4.1 Server Side Hardware Requirements 
• Server with a minimum of 1.6 MHz processor speed 
• At least 256 MB RAM (preferably 512 MB and above) 
• 120 GB HDD space 
• Network connection 
• UPS system 
• Other standard hardware peripherals 
4.4.2 Client Side Hardware Requirements 
• Personal Computer with a minimum of 300 MHz processor speed 
• At least 64 MB RAM 
• 10 GB HDD space 
• Internet connection with a minimum of 36.6 kBps bandwidth 
• Integrated Graphics Card that supports at least 800 x 600 pixel resolution and at 
least 16 bit colour quality 
• Other standard hardware peripherals 
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4.5 Software Requirements 
4.5.1 Server Side Software Requirements 
• Microsoft Windows XP Professional with the latest service packs 
• Microsoft Internet Information Services 
• Microsoft .Net Framework 1.1 
• Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 
4.5.2 Client Side Software Requirements 
• Microsoft Windows 98 or higher 
• Microsoft .Net Framework 1.1 
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 
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4.6 Development Tools and Technologies 
4.6.1 Operating System I Platform - Windows XP Professional 
To develop the Program Advisory System, Windows XP Professional is chosen to 
be main developing environment. Being developed based on the same foundation that has 
proved Windows 2000 success, the Windows XP Professional provides the same feature 
Windows 2000 can provide and even more in fact. 
It is proven that programs and task that runs under Windows XP Professional are 
performing better than ever before and the start up time is way less short. Coupled with 
enhanced features for the business front and also for advanced users, Windows XP 
Professional provides more options for software developers every where with more 
control and reliability. 
Update on the security and integrity of the sensitive information in Windows XP 
Professional has made it even better. Microsoft has also provided a built-in firewall for 
internet connectivity that make web - surfing more secure. Other than that, with the new 
Automated System Recovery feature, Windows XP Professional can restore the operating 
system back in to the original state in just a few clicks away. 
Also, Windows XP Professional can be deployed incrementally throughout any 
organization. Upgrading individual computers only as needed reduces costs. 
Business computers linked via Windows 2000 Server software are a cinch to 
upgrade and manage using Remote Installation Services and Group Policies. These 
features let you install, configure, and manage individual computers as groups rather than 
single machines, and monitor them from a centralized location for greater savings in time 
ind support costs. 
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User customizations also are easier with Windows XP Professional. Different 
users with different levels of access to the computer have not been easy in the past 
version of Windows but with Windows XP Professional, more can be done. 
4.6.2 Web Server - Internet Information Services (IIS) 
Internet Information Services (IIS) is a Microsoft product that comes bundled 
with Windows XP Professional, like the previous version of Windows. 
IIS can transmit information using the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and 
also can be configured to provide File Transfer Protocol (FTP) and gopher services. The 
FTP service allows files transfers to and from any FTP sites. The gopher service uses a 
menu-driven protocol for locating documents. However, gopher protocol has been 
overshadowed by the newer HTTP protocol. 
Besides that, lIS also provide other services like Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 
(SMTP), Network News Transfor Protocol (NNTP), Microsoft Transaction Server, 
Microsoft Index Server, Microsoft ertificate Server and Microsoft Management onsole 
(MMC). 
Microsoft includes into the IIS a set of programs for developing and administering 
Web sites, a search engine that allows users to create customized search forms with a 
variety of tools, including ASP, ActiveX Data Objects, and SQL database queries, 
reporting tools from Crystal Reports, which is a visual reporting tool that lets the user 
create presentation-quality reports and integrate them into database applications and also 
support for writing Web-based applications that can be used to access databases. 
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4.6.3 Database Server - Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 all round SQL database that is targeted for the small 
or midsize organizations. This newer version of the SQL server provides more user - 
friendly features and also at the same be able to multi task without showing any signs of 
performance drop. 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 has also a lot of new features that further enhances 
the control the user has over the data management platform. For example, it supports 
symmetric multiprocessing hardware, Simple Network Management Protocol or SNMP, 
Open Database Connectivity or ODBC and major open standard communications 
protocols and also has Internet integration, data replication, data warehousing features 
and reporting services available to users, to name a few. 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 is renowned for its scalability and speed and it is also 
a fully Web-enabled database product that providing support for xtcnsiblc Markup 
Language (XML) and the ability to query across the Internet and beyond the firewall. 
4.6.4 Programming Tools - Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 
Microsoft Visual Studio .NET is a new age programming tool that provides a 
platform for multiple programming languages such as C++, VB.NET, C#, ASP.NET, etc. 
It also provides plug-in interface that allows interaction between third party tools like 
Macromedia Flash MX. 
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Next, .NET is connected to database server usmg the ADO+ or ADO.NET. 
ADO.NET is the newer form of ADO, which built around n-tier development and 
architected with XML at its core. 
Besides that it also provides XML Web services that can be constructed using 
ASP.NET. These web services can be accessed through a network connection and data 
will be primarily sent in XML format. As a result, programs written in any language, 
using any component model, running on any operating system can access XML Web 
services and yet understand the message received. 
4.6.6 Designing Tools - Adobe Photoshop CS 
Adobe Photoshop S is yet another ver ion of the powerful designer tool that 
allows user to create great looking pieces of graphic work. Photoshop is image processing 
tool that can be u ed I rcat ri iinal w rk rrcct the ol r dimensions, retouch and 
refurbish images and prepare high - quality scparati ns and output with more c ntrol than 
before. 
Using powerful painting and selection tool , multiple layers, special effects filters, 
and lighting effects, Adobe Photoshop an be a 111a ii wand f r rcative minds to 
create graphic images that can be used for almost anything at all. Un
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4. 7 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, the functional and non - functional requirement were identified 
and mentioned. A use case diagram to depict the system activities has been constructed to 
enable a better understanding of the system functionality. 
The development tools and technologies that is to be used in the development of 
the Program Advisory System were also given an introduction in this chapter. Hardware 
and software requirements for both the client and server machines were also identified 
and given consideration of. 
Chapter 5, the System Design chapter will next explain about the system's 
designs and implementation plans as well as the system architectural design that is to be 
used for the system. 
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Chapter 5: System Design 
5.1 Introduction 
System design is process where the requirements of the system are converted into 
a specification to depict what the system will look like and how it is to be done. During 
the system analysis, the business problems are emphasized while in the system design 
process, the technical and the implementation will the major concerns. 
There are a few approaches to the system design process. They are: 
• Model - driven 
• Rapid Application Development (RAD) 
• Joint Application Development (JAD) 
The model - driven approach is a system design approach that concentrates more 
on drawing system models t document the technical and implementation aspects of a 
system. 
Next, the Rapid Application evelopment r RAD is an appr ach that emphasizes 
on structured, prototyping an I JA techniques to dcvcl p a sy tern at a faster rate. It 
merges the data - driven information engine rin r, prototyping and JAD techniques into 
one, making it able to accelerates stem devel pm nt. 
While Joint Application De elopment or JAD is technique that complements 
other system analysis and design techniques by using participative development among 
the clients, end - users, system designers and developers to come out with come out and 
to sort design issue and system deliverables. 
For the Program Advisory System, the model - driven approach is used for the 
system design process. 
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5.2 System Architecture 
For the Program Advisory System, the 3 -tier system architecture design will be 
used. The application of this system architecture is divided into three tiers, mainly the 
presentation layer, the application layer or known as the middle layer and the data layer. 
Presentation Layer 
Presentation Tier n _______________________ {) _ 
Application Layer(s) 
Middle Tier n _______________________ {) _ 
Dnra Ti ·r 
PAS Database 
Figure 5.1 Program Ah isory yste111 's 3 - Ti ir . stern Ar iliite ·111r • l esign 
• The Presentation Layer 
The pre entation layer is ba ·i ally 1raphicul user interface layer that 
function to provide an interface for the end user or the clients to interact with. As 
most of the business logic is implemented in the middle layer, less computing 
resources is needed in this layer 
• The Middle Layer 
This layer is mostly in charge of the business logic and the main processes 
of the whole system. This layer can be considered as the engine room of the 
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system where all the system processes are done and is sent to the presentation 
layer to be displayed to the clients. 
• The Data Layer 
The data layer is the database layer where all the transaction details and 
information are kept in a specific manner and order. The database in the data layer 
can always be more than one and can be placed in the same location as the middle 
layer or can be distributed to different locations for security purposes. 
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5.3 Process Design 
5.3.1 Functional Decomposition Diagram 
The functional decomposition diagram ts used to depict the decomposition of a 
system. This diagram is able to partition the system into smaller subsystems or modules. 
The Program Advisory System's functional decomposition diagram is as of 
below: 
Program 
Advisory 
System 
I 
. ~ 
UsCf Details aoo l"fo11nntk><1 Relevant orn1a11ing llf'd io11I II C~" ll Adn;J! ~011 nl<I - lnlornmllon ~ Cl. •rlficatlon ~ Roul vol Modulo r- R11111<u M<xluh A1:qul ilk1<' Modul P.,blulo 
F<>r111t•I 
roduc F1rdlng Acquire l11forn\Htion k110 Ctl"'uhllo J:oaturo i- Person; I Ooraas ..-. Pro • pr pored ._. .,lmilnnty ._. ond 
Templn:c H oomn ndotloo 
Acquire Cla&Slty '-+ AcndGmk: L-+ lnfoml3tion Roi:ults 
l\cquiro 
'--+ PorsonaGty Test 
Results 
Figure 5.2 Functional Decomposition Diagram for Program Advisory System 
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5.3.2 Data Flow Diagram 
To show the process design of the Program Advisory System, a data flow diagram 
ts created to depict the processes of the system. 
r ' 
Academic Resul:s ~ 
PAS ~ Academic Results Form 
User Program 
Outis:ionMlre F,,Whack Advisory 
C\1es:ionrllli re Fo m System 
Lh '""""'""" Ptit~~>MI O.i:lli!s Foun 
•  
RegiWullon Form 
Potential I 
PAS Us r Roglctration 01.':i.iils 
Figur 5.3 Data Flow Diagramjhr Program Advisory ystem 
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5.4 User Interface Design 
The user interface is one of the important parts of a system, where it becomes a 
medium for the user to communicate with the system to perform any transaction or 
functions. 
Therefore, the user interface will be the first thing the user will judge as it will be 
the first and only physical part the users will see while using a particular system. So, it is 
vitally important that the design of the user interface is done properly to encourage user - 
friendliness and also usability. 
The design of the user interface of the Program Advisory System is simple and 
yet be user - friendly to accommodate all users. For example, buttons will be positioned 
at strategic places and step by step instructions will be present at places where users will 
most probably have difficultie with. 
imple yet elegant will the main dcsi >11 idea f the Pro irarn Advi ry ystem, a 
this is not an entertainment tem ,, h r bri ilu attractive col ur may be used. The 
design of the Program Advisory stem may rive the users a warm, c oling environment 
and at the same time user - friendly. 
The following figures are th s rccnshots of the basic design of the Program 
Advisory System. 
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Member Log In 
P't&au hey in ~'lM ..it~NIT'ol ar.; pau.-.ot".J t>.low 
Ta r~sc"' ;u an.., "~n1b.w pluse ct.ck ri. .. 
i' . , Ii ~ I' I) 
ha.11• I TP1n1• & Conc;,itic.11 I t-11,. t.l.i,i I Cunt.•rl UN 
cnr•9'" ,...,..M >t~• 11-..wM 111 ,...~no. 
Figure 5. 4 A~ tub r Registration Ser en of Program Advisory System 
M mber Registration 
n ... 1(1"\.:lh "" .... ~ '""'"'• ... .. 
R"' (•)M.tl•y 
(\ l\oo1•ft• 
(.''U11d1a11 
c..~ Oth.-·1• 
'~....., r--------- t: f..'41•~t.:.-.u 
~Na11tot[ 
[,.,,~ ~'"""'11\t 
n.cn1"'r'u"'W\l 
' , II' 
t .)ft\t I Tiffm1 & Condition / Sile "-ttip I Conl•C1 U• 
C.-n.,wei111;...,._.,. X~!- "..-"rM lit N ric. 
Figure 5.5 Member Login Screen of Program Advisory System 
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5.5 Chapter Summary 
In the last few pages, the introduction of the Program Advisory System's designs 
has been depicted and mentioned. 
Also, the system architectural design has been identified, which was the 3 tier 
system architecture design that will be implemented for the system. 
The functional decomposition diagram and the data flow diagram were also 
constructed to further understand and to see the exact design and flow of the system, and 
at the same time assist the implementation phase later. 
The next chapter which is the implementation chapter, will talk about the system 
development and implementation progress. 
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Chapter 6: System Implementation 
6.1 Introduction 
6 .2 Development Environernent 
6.3 Syst 111 Dev Iopment and Implementation 
6.4 Chapter Summary 
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Chapter 6: System Implementation 
6.1 Introduction 
System Implementation is the process where the planned system, specified during 
the system analysis and the system design processes is being implemented and developed 
by system developers. The whole implementation process will oversee the construction of 
the system, the database needed to support the information and data for the system and 
also other related services or applications needed to complete the system. 
6.2 Development Environment 
The development environment of the Program Advisory System is mainly based 
on the Microsoft .Net technology, where it use most of the Microsoft components, 
services and also application and software to support its development. Listed below arc 
the lists of software and hardware components us d durinu the development of the 
Program Advisory ystem. 
6.2.l Softwares Used for Development 
• Windows XP Professional with ervicc Pack 2 
• Microsoft Int met Information Service .0 (HS 6.0) 
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 
• Microsoft Outlook Express 
• Microsoft Visual Studio .Net 2003 
• Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Enterprise Edition 
• Microsoft .Net Framework 1.1 
• Infragistics NetSuite 2004 
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• Adobe Photoshop CS 
• Adobe ImageReady CS 
6.2.1 Hardware Used for Development 
• Intel Pentium 3 750Ml1z 
• 512MB SDRAM 133Ml1Z 
• 80 GB HOD space 
• l 7in Monitor running on I I 52 X 864 pixels resolution 
• 32MB NVidia Riva TNT 
• Other computer peripherals 
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6.3 System Development and Implementation 
The Program Advisory System is a web based system that would be deployed into 
the Internet for easy access and to promote mobility around the country. The system is 
mainly developed using ASP.Net interface, coupled with Visual Basic programming 
language as the backend progranuning structure. The system also uses a third party tool, 
Infragistics NetSuite to further enhance certain interface features that are more attractive 
and powerful in the same. It uses a SQL Server database to retrieve and store user records 
and information. 
6.3.1 PAS Database Connection 
Program Advisory System or PAS connects to a SQL Server database using SQL 
Server lient whi h is ne of the connection services offered by the Microsoft .Net 
technology. 
The codes u ed to establish the c 1111e ti 11 between PA and the 
database is as of below: 
L crver 
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• clsDBConnection In VB Codes 
Imports System.Data.SqlClient 
boolConn ction 
En If 
False 
Public Class clsDBConnection 
'Function: getSQLConnction 
'Description: Connecting to application database 
Function getSQLConnection(ByRef sqlConnection As SqlConnection, 
ByRef strErrMsg As String) As Boolean 
Dim strConnection As String= 
ConfigurationSettings.AppSettings("DBConnection") 
Dim boolConnection As Boolean 
Try 
sqlConnection.ConnectionString = strConnection 
If sqlConnection.State = ConnectionState.Open Then 
sqlConnection.Close() 
End If 
sqlConnection.Open() 
If sqlConnection.State = ConnectionState.Open Then 
boolConnection True 
Els 
Ca x A 
E M 
ool 
End Ty 
R turn bool onn ction 
End Fune ion 
End Class 
In order to retrieve records from the database PAS will invoke the codes above to 
first establish a connection between the web page and the SQL server. Then, it will next 
invoke another set of codes to specifically request, create or delete information or data in 
the database. Usually, these codes are store in class files, used in Visual Studio .Net to 
promote reusability. This is due to the fact that whenever there is the need to invoke 
codes to retrieve information, we do not need to retype each and single line of codes 
again in the modules of system, where as of now, we can optimize performance and 
processing time by just invoking the functions stored in the class file. 
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• clsMember in VB Codes 
Imports System.Data.SqlClient 
Imports System.Web.Security 
SqlDbTyp .NV r 
cmCornman .Param 
, 20).V lu 
rnam" 
Public Class clsMember 
Private clsDBConnection As New clsDBConnection 
Private clsitemid As New clsitemID 
Public Function bindMemberLoginAdapter(ByRef strErrMsg As String, 
ByRef scnConnection As SqlConnection, ByRef sdaLogin As SqlDataAdapter, 
ByVal strUsername As String) 
Dim blnResult As Boolean 
Dim scmCornmand As New SqlCornmand 
blnResult = clsDBConnection.getSQLConnection(scnConnection, 
strErrMsg) 
If blnResult Then 
Try 
scmCornmand =New SqlCornmand("spMemberLogin", 
scnConnection) 
daLogin.SelectCommand = scmCornmand 
sdaLogin. Sel ctConun nd. Comm ndTyp 
CornmandType.Stor dProcedure 
n m 
If sd Lo in. l c onun nd.Conn ction.St t 
ConnectionSt t .Op n Th n 
blnR ul • Tru 
El 
blnResult = F ls 
End If 
Catch ex As Exception 
strErrMsg ex.Ms e 
blnResult = Fal 
End Try 
scnConnection.Close() 
End If 
End Function 
Public Function bindMemberLoginDatatable(ByRef strErrMsg As String, 
ByRef dtLogin As DataTable, ByRef sdaLogin As SqlDataAdapter, ByRef 
dvLogin As DataView, 
ByVal strUsernarne As String, ByVal strPassword As String) As Boolean 
Dim blnresult As Boolean 
Dim strHash As String 
Dim strTemp As String 
Dim in Cat As Integer 
Try 
sdaLogin.Fill(dtLogin) 
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If dtLogin.Rows.Count > 0 Then 
dvLogin 
strHash 
dtLogin.DefaultView 
dvLogin.Table.Rows(O) .Item(2) .ToString() 
strTemp 
FormsAuthentication.HashPasswordForStoringinConfigFile(strPassword, 
"SHAl II) 
If strHash = strTemp Then 
blnresult =True 
End If 
Else 
blnresult =False 
End If 
Catch ex As Exception 
strErrMsg ex.Message 
blnresult =False 
End Try 
Return blnresult 
End Function 
Other class files in the system are: 
• cl Administrator 
• els ase 
• clsDegree 
• clsltemlD 
These class files contain function directly related to the information that is 
needed by the system, rather being all in one single class file. In this way, the functions 
are in better order and arrangement and will not be difficult to be debugged or to trace 
errors. 
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6.3.2 PAS Screens 
PAS contains 16 main screens that provide 4 major modules, Administration, 
Programmes, Recommendations and Users. 
Administration modules consist of all the sub modules and functions to control 
and to administrate the operations of PAS. These include adding new degrees, editing 
degrees, view user records and also create and update PAS users and administrators. In 
the system, all these modules are available only in the Administration Screens which are 
only accessible by the system administrations and system owners only. 
Programmes module consists of functions to display the list of degrees available 
to the users to choose and to learn more about each degree programme. This module is 
relatively small as it has only 2 screens to offer to the users. 
Recommcndati nm dulc consists of 4 major sub modules: 
• Information Acquisition ub Module 
• Information Formatting and lassification Sub Module 
• Similar Case Retrieval Sub Module 
• Adaptation and Reuse Sub Mo Jule 
The Information Acquisition Sub Module is in charge of acquiring user details 
and inputs to be processes in order to produce recommendations. While the Information 
Formatting and Classification Sub Module is in charge of segregating information 
retrieved either from the user or the database in order for easier processing and analysis. 
The Similar Case Retrieval Sub Module's function is to retrieve cases similar to 
the problem information of the user. This retrieval process uses the nearest neighbour 
algorithm to retrieve cases from the database. 
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Finally, the Adaptation and Reuse Sub Module is the most important part in the 
Recommendation module where the cases and information gathered from the database 
will be adapted according to the needs of the user and is to be reuse to produce 
personalize recommendations to the user. 
The Users module evolves around the functions to add and update member 
information and retrieval. This is to enable the users to join in as a member to use the 
facility provided and also update certain information if is found wrong. 
6.3.2.1 Administration Module 
• 
Private 
If Er M I No·hin Th n 
lblErrMsg.T xt "' "N R ords" 
Else 
lblErrMsg.T xt st ErrM g 
End If 
sdaCase) 
I 
Dim dtcase As New DataTable 
Dim blnR sult As Bool n 
clsCa . indAllC s sToday( trErrMsg, cnConn c ion, sdaCas 
blnResult = clsCase.bindC seDatatable(strErrMsg, dtcase, 
Els 
lblErrMsg.Visibl - Tu 
End If 
End Sub 
• Save() 
Private Sub btnSave_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
System.EventArgs) Handles btnSave.Click 
Dim strNew As String= ddlType.SelectedValue 
Dim strName As String= txtName.Text 
Dim strGender As String= ddlGender.SelectedValue.ToString 
Dim strRace As String= ddlRace.SelectedValue.ToString 
Dim strErnail As String= txtErnail.Text 
Dim strContact As String= txtContact.Text 
Dim strNRIC As String= txtNRIC.Text 
Dims rUsernarne As String= txUsername.T xt 
Dims rPassword As String= txtPassword.Text 
Dims rID As String= lblID.Text 
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Dim dtDOB As Date 
Dim blnResult As Boolean 
If wdcDOB.Value.ToString ="Null" Or wdcDOB.Value.ToString 
Then 
wdcDOB.Value =Date.Today 
dtDOB wdcDOB.Value 
Else 
dtDOB 
End If 
wdcDOB.Value 
If strNew ="Administrator" Then 
If Session("Action") = "Add" Then 
blnResult = clsAdministrator.newAdmin(strErrMsg, 
scnConnection, sdaAdmin, strName, strEmail, strUsername, strPassword, 
strContact) 
If blnResult =False Then 
lblErrMsg.Visible =True 
lblErrMsg.Text = strErrMsg 
Else 
lblErrMsg.Visible =True 
lblErrMsg.Text ="New user added!" 
Initialize() 
inactiv Controls() 
S ssion.Remove("Action") 
End If 
El f s ion("Ac ion") .. "Edit" Th n 
lnR su l l Admini t to .upd teAdmin(s rErrMsg, 
scnConnection, strCont ct, strID) 
Else 
lblErrM g.Vi ibl = Tru 
lblErrMsg.T xt .. "Upd Succ ful!" 
Initializ () 
inactiv on rols() 
Session.R mov ("Action") 
End If 
End If 
Elseif strNew ="Student" Then 
If Session("Action") ="Add" Then 
blnResult = clsMernber.newMernber(strErrMsg, 
scnConnection, sdaMernber, strName, strEmail, strUsername, strPassword, 
strNRIC, dtDOB, strGender, strRace) 
If blnResult =False Then 
lblErrMsg.Visible =True 
lblErrMsg.Text = strErrMsg 
Else 
lblErrMsg.Visible =True 
lblErrMsg.Text ="New user added!" 
Initialize() 
inactiveControls() 
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If blnResult =False Then 
lblErrMsg.Visible =True 
lblErrMsg.Text = strErrMsg 
Else 
lblErrMsg.Visible =True 
lblErrMsg.Text ="Update Succesful!" 
Initialize() 
inactiveControls() 
Session.Remove("Action") 
End If 
Elseif Session("Action") = "Edit" Then 
blnResult = clsMember.updateMember(strErrMsg, 
scnConnection, sdaMember, strName, strEmail, dtDOB, strGender, strRace, 
strID, strNRIC) 
Session.Remove("Action") 
End If 
End If 
Else 
lblErrMsg.Visible =True 
lblErrMsg.Text ="Error! Invalid Registration!" 
End If 
End Sub 
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• ActiveRowChan e 
Private Sub wgUsers_ActiveRowChange(ByVal sender As Object, ByVal e As 
Infragistics.WebUI.UltraWebGrid.RowEventArgs) Handles 
wgUsers.ActiveRowChange 
If ddlSelect.SelectedValue = "spAllAdmin" Then 
lblID.Text = e.Row.Cells(O) .ToString 
txtName.Text = e.Row.Cells(3) .ToString 
txtContact.Text = e.Row.Cells(S) .ToString 
txtEmail.Text = e.Row.Cells(4) .ToString 
txtNRIC.Text = "" 
txtPassword.Text = e.Row.Cells(2) .ToString 
txUsername.Text = e.Row.Cells(l) .ToString 
ddlRace.SelectedValue ="Malay" 
ddlGender.SelectedValue ="Male" 
ddlType.SelectedValue ="Administrator" 
wdcDOB.Value = "" 
btnEdit.Enabled =True 
Elseif ddlSelect.SelectedValue = "spAllStudent" Then 
lblID.Text = 
txtName.T xt 
El If ddl 1 ct. 1 ct Valu = "spAllU r" Th n 
lblID.Text = .Row.C lls(O) .To ·ring 
txtName.T xt = e.Row.C 11 (3) .To tring 
txtContact.T xt"' "" 
txtEmail.Text = .Row.C lls(S) .ToString 
txtNRIC.Text = "" 
txtPassword.Text = e.Row.Cells(2) .ToString 
txUsername.Text = e.Row.Cells(l) .ToString 
ddlRace.SelectedValue ="Malay" 
ddlGender.SelectedValue ="Male" 
ddlType.SelectedValue ="Lecturer/Counceller" 
wdcDOB.Value = "" 
btnEdit.Enabled =True 
End If 
End Sub 
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6.3.2.2 Programme Module 
• bindSearch 
Private Sub bindSearch(ByVal strSearch As String) 
Dim dtSearch As New DataTable 
Dim dvSearch As New DataView 
Dim blnResult As Boolean 
With clsDegree 
blnResult = .bindDegree(strErrMsg, scnConnection, 
sdaDegree) 
If blnResult =False Then 
Else 
sdaDegree) 
blnResult = .bindDegreeTable(strErrMsg, dtSearch, 
End If 
End With 
If blnResult =False Then 
lblErrMsg.Visible =True 
lblErrMsg.Text ="No Records Found!" 
Els 
lblErrMsg.Visible = Fals 
End If 
dv ch• rch.D faultVi w 
dvS arch.RowFilt r = "d gr Nam lik '%" & strSearch & "!(,' or 
fieldName lik '%" & st rch & "%' " 
wgD gr e.DataSourc = dvS arch 
wgDegree.D taBind() 
End Sub 
• convertScore() 
Private Function convertScor (ByV 1 strScore As String) As Double 
Dim strFront As String 
Dim strBack As String 
Dim dblValue As Double 
Dim intCount As Integer 
intCount = strScore.Length() 
If intCount = 2 Then 
strFront strScore.Substring(O, 2) 
dblValue = CType(strFront, Double) 
Elseif intCount = 3 Then 
strFront strScore.Substring(O, 2) 
dblValue = CType(strFront, Double) 
strBack = strScore.Substring(3, 1) 
dblValue = dblValue + (CTyp (strBack, Doubl ) / 100) 
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strBack = strScore.Substring(3, 2) 
dblValue = dblValue + (CType{strBack, Double) I 100) 
Elseif intCount >= 4 Then 
strFront strScore.Substring(O, 2) 
dblValue = CType(strFront, Double) 
End If 
Return dblValue 
End Function 
6.3.2.3 Recommendation Module 
• btnProceed Click 
Private Sub btnProceed_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
System.EventArgs) Handles btnProceed.Click 
Else 
Dim dblSubl As Dou bl CType(ddlSubl.S 1 ct dValu .ToString, Double) 
Dim db1Sub2 As Dou bl CType(ddlSub2.SelectedValue.ToString, 
Dou bl 
Dim dbl u 3 A Dou bl .. CTyp (dd1Sub3. 1 ct dValu .ToString, Dou bl 
Dim dbl ub4 As Dou bl .. CTyp (dd1Sub4.S lect dValu .'l'oString, Dou bl 
Dim dblTotal As Dou bl = (dblSubl + db1Sub2 + db1Sub3 + db1Sub4) * 1.125 
Session("To l") = dblTotal 
Session("Stream") = ddlStr am.S 1 c dValue 
If dblTotal < 70.0 And dblTot 1 > 51 Th n 
lblErrMsg.Visible = Tru 
lblErrMsg.T xt - "Note : B s don your results, the system 
may be unable to reconunend a suitable d gr programme for you." 
btnContinue.Visible =True 
btnProceed.Visible =False 
Elseif dblTotal <= 50 Then 
lblErrMsg.Visible =True 
lblErrMsg.Text = "Sorry!System is unable to recommend a 
suitable degree programme for you." 
btnProceed.Visible =False 
Response.Redirect(Request.ApplicationPath & 
"/Screens/Recomm/QnA.aspx") 
End If 
End Sub 
• selfRecommendation() 
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Private Sub selfRecorrunendation(ByVal dblTotal As Double, ByVal strQl As 
String, ByVal strQ2 As String, ByVal strQ3 As String, ByVal strQ4 As 
String) 
. 'I' bl ultVi w 
Dim blnresult As Boolean 
Dim dtRecommend As New DataTable 
Dim dvCases As New DataView 
dbl Total) 
With clsCase 
.bindPossibleCase(strErrMsg, scnConnection, sdaCase, 
sdaCase) 
blnresult = .bindCaseDatatable(strErrMsg, dtRecommend, 
If blnresult =False Then 
lblErrMsg.Visibl =True 
lblErrMsg.Text "Error! Database Problem! Please 
contact your Administrator!" 
Else 
dvCases = dtRecommend.DefaultView 
dvCases.RowFilter = "(r ql"' 111 & strQl & 111 and req2= 
'" & strQ2 & "1 and req3= 1" & strQ3 & "1 and req4=1" & strQ4 & "1 and 
matchValue >= 0.5 and matchValue <=1.00 )" 
If dvCases.Count > 0 Th n 
Els 
dvCas 
req2= I II & strQ2 & II I nd - I II 
and m tchV lu >• 0.5 nd chV lu 
& "or ( r ql .. 1" & 
strQ2 & 111 or r q3= 111 & strQ3 & 111 nd 
matchValue >= 0.5 nd m tchV lu •1.00 )" 
& "or (r ql = 1" 
& "1 and req3= 1" & strQ3 & "1 nd 
>= 0. 5 and matchValue =1. 00 ) " 
End If 
Session("RecorrunendSys") 
1 - 1 & II I n 
II I s t ,, & II I 
1 & r 2- & ,, & II I n 
0 2- & 2 
r 4 & II I n m . hV lu 
Response.Redir ct(Requ .A plic tionP h & 
"/Screens/Recomm/RecommendationResult.aspx") 
End If 
End With 
End Sub 
• Initialize 
Private Sub Initialize() 
Dim dtMember As New DataTable 
Dim dtRecomm As New DataTable 
Dim blnResult As Boolean 
Dim strUser As String 
Dims us rnam As S ring= Session("User") 
. indM mberinfoAdap er(strErrMsg, scnConnection, 
narn ) 
. indMemb rinfoDa a abl (s rCrrMsg, d·M mb 
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lblUsername.Text = dtMember.Rows(O) .Item(3) .ToString 
strUser = dtMember.Rows(OJ .Item("studentID") .ToString 
clsCase.bindUserCase(strErrMsg, scnConnection, sdaCase, strUser) 
clsCase.bindCaseDatatable(strErrMsg, dtRecomm, sdaCase) 
If Session ( "FinalRecomm") Is Nothing Then 
If dtRecomm.Rows.Count > 0 Then 
bindPage(dtRecomm) 
Else 
lblErrMsg.Visible =True 
lblErrMsg.Text = "Error!No existing records found!" 
End If 
Else 
lblErrMsg.Visible =False 
dtRecomm = Session("FinalRecomm") 
bindPage(dtRecornm) 
End If 
If Session("Tot l") Is Nothin Th n 
If d R conun.Rows. oun > 0 Tl\ n 
lbl - 
dtR conun.Row (0) .I 
Els 
l") .To · in 
lblScor .T xt ... "No cor Av il bl " 
End If 
Else 
lblScor .T xt 
End If 
End Sub 
ion("Tot l") 
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6.3.2.4 Users Module 
• checkSession() 
Private Sub checkSession() 
If Session("Update") ="Updated" Then 
lblErrMsg.Visible =True 
lblErrMsg.Text ="Your changes has been updated 
successfully!" 
Session("Update") = "" 
Elseif Session("Update") ="Failed" Then 
lblErrMsg.Visible =True 
lblErrMsg.Text ="Error! Your changes has not been updated 
Session ("Update") = '"' 
Elseif Session("Update") =""Then 
lblErrMsg.Visible =False 
End If 
End Sub 
yet! II 
• btnSave Click 
Privat Sub btnSav _Click(ByV l 
System.EventArgs) Handles b nSav 
Dim strName As String= txtName.T xt 
Dim strEm il As String• x m il.T x 
Dim trNRIC A ·in • x NR .T 
Dim dtDOB A 
Dim strG nd 
Dim strRace 
Dim strID As 
Dim blnResult 
in 
in 
an 
If wdcDOB.Value.ToString =="Null" Or wdcDOB.V lu .T tin - "" 
Then 
wdcDOB.Value =Date.Today 
dtDOB wdcDOB.Valu 
Else 
dtDOB 
End If 
wdcDOB.Value 
blnResult clsMember.updateMember(strErrMsg, scnConnection, 
sdaMember, strName, strEmail, dtDOB, strGender, strRace, strID, 
strNRIC) 
If blnResult =False Then 
Session ("Update") = "Failed" 
Elseif blnResult =True Then 
Session("Update") 
End If 
"Updated" 
R spons .Redirect(Request.ApplicationPath & 
"/er ns/Us r/Main.aspx") 
En 
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6.3.3 PAS Screenshots 
Program Advisory System 
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I • l 
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log 0 
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'. < I. • f \I 1' ' 
Back To M>in I l.CQ Out 
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tc:i,-,,.trt ~,.,-,.1211)!i R~'91eff'd to F/.S flt. 
Figure 6.2 Program Advisory System Recommendation Page 
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Degree Programme Recommendations 
User Recommendations 
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Figure 6.3 Program Advisory ystem R 0111111 ndation R suit Page 
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Figure 6.4 Program Advisory System Degree Programme Details Main Page 
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Degree Programme Details 
Dsgree Name Businllss f.lanagemer.t 
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Close 
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Log Oul 
Figure 6.6 Program Advisory System User Information Edit Page 
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Fi 11r 6.8 Program Advisory System Administrator's Degree Programmes Main Page 
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6.4 Chapter Summary 
The implementation of Program Advisory System (PAS) is according to the 
predefined system analysis and design specifications. Most of the implementation are 
based on the Microsoft .Net technology and uses the up to date ASP.Net and Visual Basic 
programming tools. 
Most of the planned functionalities are deployed into the system but there are 
some of the functions and modules are relatively difficult to be implemented in a full 
scale basis. Future development will see that these functions and modules are as in depth 
it can be to provide a better service to the users. 
The next following chapter will talk about the ystern testing and how it can test 
the successfulness of the system implementation and development. 
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Chapter 7: System Testing 
7 .1 Introduction 
7 .2 Unit Testing 
7 .3 Integration T tin 
7 .4 System Testing 
7.5 List Of Tests Performed 
7 .6 Chapter Summary 
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Chapter 7: System Testing 
7.1 Introduction 
System testing is one of the most important stages in the software development 
life cycle as it determines the functionality, quality and performance of the software 
developed meets the requirements from the system analysis and design stages. 
A system should be tested throughout its development, not only during after 
implementing and integrating the whole system. This is due to the fact that by the end of 
the implementation of the system, whichever system defect and errors that needed to be 
repaired and fix will take a longer time and waste important resources, as it would affect 
the system in the whole. But if testing was to be performed from lime to time during the 
implementation stages, errors can be fix much easier and also before system integration is 
done where it will not affc t the wh le yst m's pr 
For the Program Advisory ystem, I have impl merited the tc ling phases, as 
shown below: 
• Unit Testing 
• Module Testing 
• Integration Testing 
• System Testing Un
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7.2 Unit Testing 
Unit testing is done by testing the smallest components of the each and every one 
of the modules in PAS. Testing is done based on 2 major unit testing techniques: 
• Black Box Testing 
• White Box Testing 
Black box testing is based solely on the functionality of the codes in the system. 
The tests are designed and planned to check for the output of the functions, whether they 
comply with the expected results based on the inputs given. 
This testing technique however requires millions of test cases to fully and 
exhaustively test a system. This is due to the fact that each and every test case must be 
able to detect undetected fault. But thi typ of le tin r i frc fr many lo zi al standpoint 
and constraints as the internal structure of the ystcrn can be i 111or d. 
White box testing is about examinin th rath r than th sp i fi :lli ns f 
the system. The testing is done by analyzing the odes and then cnsurinc all of the test 
cover all statements branch and path a ailabl . The ex ution of ca h f the statement 
for instance is vital to ensure the fun tion of th ystcm i done correctly. 
For PAS, both the black box testing and the white box testing is done hand in 
hand through out the implementation of the system. Each unit testing consist of both 
black box and white box testing to test different aspects of the system, where black box 
testing can be used to test for equivalence and boundary value testing while white box 
testing can be used to test for statement and path coverage test. 
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7.3 Integration Testiug 
Integration testing is another testing phase executed after the integration of 
components that would make up a certain module. After each of the smaller components 
undergo exhaustive and pre planned unit testing, they will be integrated into modules and 
during after the integrations the integration testing is performed. 
This phase of testing will test the overall flow of the units combined together. 
This is due to the fact that when the smaller units are combined together, their interaction 
would cause some unexpected errors to occur even though during unit testing the smaller 
components worked well in the test cases. In this way, integration errors can be detected 
earlier and prevention measures can be done before it is too late. 
However, interrration testing done will be str n ~ly influen d by the type of 
system that is being implemented. Thi is due t the fact that system with •raphical user 
interfaces arc tested slightly different th n th sc with ut 1raphi al user int .rfu e . o, 
different CASE tools are needed to monitor the intc irati n te ting procedures. 
For PAS, integration testing will be done in the Top own appr uch where the 
test cases will extensively test the modules fr m th t p of the tier until the bottom most 
tiers. 
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7.4 System Testing 
The final testing phase is the system testing phase, where the system as a whole 
will be tested. The system will be tested based on the user requirements, whether the 
outcome of the system meets the user's needs. The system must be tested to ensure that it 
performs well and within the expectations of the users. 
The robustness and the security aspects of the system are also important and 
should be tested in this phase. The stress test and load test should also be done in this 
phase to show how the system will react to the traffic and load as if it is being deployed. 
7.5 List of Tests Performed 
During the system testing of PA , I have conducted a series of individual and 
combined tests to validate the system irnplcm nted u rdin 1 t th ystcm analysis and 
design phases. 
The list is as follows: 
• Input Validation Test 
• Input Boundary Test 
• Required lnfonnation Test 
• Database Connectivity Test 
• Database Retrieval And Validation Test 
• Error Control Test 
• Security Test 
l 
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7.6 Chapter Summary 
System Testing is one of the final phases in the software development process, but 
it implementation coincide with the implementation and the development of the system 
itself, and not the after the system has been developed and integrated. 
The PAS system has gone through many repetitious tests again and again to 
enable the developers and the system testers to check the system's functionality, 
robustness, the overall response time and also integrity other than what is required in the 
user requirements documentation. Initially, the system produced a number of 
complications and error but through the extensive testing plans and cases, these 
complications and errors were detected and rectified in the short period of time. 
PAS has also shown a great percentage of reliability in the sense of the 
performance durin critical rror ·, like for iustun c the loss of databusc onncction r 
perhaps unauthorized access to the system. 
In the next and final chapter, the r port will di uss about the system's strengths 
and weakness and also an overall conclusion of the whole system itscl f. 
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Chapter 8: System Evaluation and 
Conclusion 
8 .1 System Evaluation 
8 .2 Conclusion 
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Chapter 8: System Evaluation and Conclusion 
8.1 System Evaluation 
System Evaluation is the process where a completed system is evaluated for 
certain key criteria, for example whether the system has reached its intended goal or 
target, whether the system has performed its task as required or stated in the user 
requirements, its limitations and it capabilities. 
The evaluation for PAS will be divided into 4 parts, mainly: 
• Overall Result Overview 
• Problems Encounter and Solutions 
• Strengths and Weak:nesse of the System 
• Future Enhancements of the y tem 
8.1.l Overall Result Overview 
The overall result of th system anal sis, design implcmcntati n and testing has 
been encouraging. Although the who! pr ess is b ing carri d out n a hort period of 
time, but the overall syst rn being developed has reached its main goal that is to be able 
to recommend the users degree programmes that is suited to their personality or interest, 
on top of their overall results. 
The system has performed well under critical situation and has shown security 
and integrity in handling important and private information. 
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8.1.2 Problems Encounter and Solutions 
There are also some major problems encountered during the course of developing 
the system. They are: 
• Defining the scope of the system 
The Program Advisory System covers a very wide scope, in the sense of 
the types of education and qualifications that makes up the whole education 
standards in Malaysia. On top of that, there are many types of degree programmes 
that are similar in name, but different in the requirements, duration and also 
scope. 
But for PAS, the main scope of the whole system evolves around STPM 
school leaver who w uld like t nter lo al publi univcrsitie . 
• Implementing the asc based Reasoning algorithm 
The implementation of the asc bas d r a 11i11 • al 1 rithm wa Ii •htly 
difficult, based on the type f development tools u ed. M re ver, the ritcria 
taken into consideration for the al ulati n f the use bus ·cl r nsoning alg rithm 
is also very important to produce a g o i and reliable vuluc. 
• Repetitious system testing 
Extensive system testing was done towards the end of the development 
stages, as most of the integration works are done towards the end of the 
development and implementation of the system. Other that the usual unit testing, 
integration testing and the overall system testing must be done intensively and in 
detail to track down system errors and critical errors that would eventually cause 
the whole system cease its operations abruptly. 
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The overall testing phase was very time consuming but it was completed 
successfully towards the end of the allocated time. 
8.1.3 Strengths and Weakness of the System 
Program Advisory System has its own list of capabilities and weaknesses, due to 
time constraints and limited domain knowledge. 
Strengths 
• System Transparency 
The Program Advisory System is transparent in its operations, meaning that the 
user need not to know how the whole system functions, what type of services it 
needs to be able to run the system and how the calculations are made. The user 
only needs to internet with th 1raphi al user interface or the system and need not 
to toggle or execute certain de to be able to u c th system. 
• Error Handling 
Program Advisory System ha an cxtcn i c error handline functions where any 
errors made will be display to the user. This will curb from any abrupt stoppages 
when the user is using the system itself. ·a h different errors will produce 
different personalize error messages. 
• Easy to use 
The simple and relatively easy to use graphical user interface is also one of the 
strengths of the Program Advisory System. The design and the colour contrast of 
the system has been carefully selected to make the interface more appealing and 
in the same time less complicated to be used by non computer savvy users. 
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• Security 
The system also has implemented security measure in order to promote system 
integrity and privacy. The system uses a session function to track the user's 
interaction with the system, and when the user is idle for more than 10 minutes, 
the system will by itself terminate the user's session in order to keep the user's 
information safe and intact. The system also has security measure under place for 
unauthorized access to the system by having log in sessions, redirection of users 
to the main guest area when the user session has expired and also user input 
checking functions. 
Weaknesses 
• Limited ranee of decree programmes 
urrcntly, the list f de ircc pr irammcs stor 'U in the Pr irarn Advi ory 
System's repository is limit d, due to the Cu t that the de ircc pr irammcs 
selected are those whi h arc more popular and in demand. There arc also 
overlapping degree programmes that arc left out as it actually describes the same 
type of degree programme but only the difference in r quircmcnts and duration. 
• Limited range of user evaluation questions 
The system has only a limited range of evaluation questions for the users to 
complete and this would slightly affect the course of the recommendation process. 
However, the current system now takes only the most important questions that 
would directly lead towards the main intention of streaming out the interest of the 
user. 
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8.1.4 Future Enhancements of the System 
In the future, more feature are planned in order to make the system more effective 
and provide more depth in its services. 
Due to the time constraints and the man power, these enhancements are supposed 
to be integrated earlier in the system. But in the coming months, these enhancements will 
be part and parcel of the Program Advisory System 
• Improved Graphical User Interface 
One of the pre planned enhancement of the system is to improve the graphical 
user interface to suit multiple web browsers and to promote a more personalize 
feel to each and every single user. 
The users will be able to choose the basic appcaran e of the system and also be 
more comfortable with the ntrols in the syst 111. 
• Multiple user level recommendations 
The future enhancement of the Program Advisory y tcm will sec the increase of 
the target users of the system where in the future the system will be able t cater 
for other levels of education of the user for instance PM school leavers, 
matriculation level students and also A Levels level students. 
• Multiple language support 
Program Advisory System should, in the future cater for all the major language 
groups in Malaysia, mainly for the Malay community, Chinese community and 
the Indian community, by offering the system in 4 major languages; English, 
Malay Language, Mandarin and also Tamil. 
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• More intensive recommendations 
The Program Advisory System's recommendation process will be enhanced in the 
future to analyze more inputs from the user, in order to produce a better and more 
accurate recommendation to the user. The case based reasoning algorithm will be 
refined and will take in more parameter into consideration. 
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8.2 Conclusion. 
Program Advisory System is a case based advisory programme that recommends 
its user degree programmes for tertiary education. Its web based application makes it 
accessible from anywhere in the world, with the help of the internet technology. 
The implementation of the Program Advisory System is based on the Microsoft 
.Net technology, mainly the ASP.Net front end development tool coupled with the Visual 
Basic back end developing tool together with other important Microsoft application and 
services. rt also incorporates JavaScript programming language into the development and 
control over the system. 
The main idea of the Program Advisory ystcm is recommend and at the same 
time appear as a basic guideline and idea f what typ Cd tree pro rurnmc sh uld the 
user undertake, given the s t of inputs fr rn the us r. It in orp rated ascd ba ed 
reasoning algorithm a popular t hniqu u ed in artifi iul int Iii en e field where 
existing and similar case solutions arc ada] led an j suit d to the problem asc. These 
complicated algorithm are made simple by thi stem wh re the implemcntati 11 of the 
system is transparent, not n eding th user t first understand how everything works. 
The implementation life cycle of the Program Advisory System is the rapid 
prototyping life cycle model, where the prototype is developed to capture the user 
requirements real time and the rest of the implementation of the actual working system 
will be based on the general and specific ideas gathered from the initial prototype. This is 
a better way to extract the user's need directly as the more conventional way will be 
hazardous where the system owner will only be able to catch a glimpse of the system 
after which the system has been completed, where as for the rapid prototypin t chnique, 
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the system owners can define what they want m the system through the prototype 
developed. 
During the course of the implementation of the Program Advisory System, much 
is gained through the hands on experience and the knowledge acquired along the way. 
Through this system development also, the knowledge gained from the past courses 
taken, namely Expert System course, System Analysis and Design course, Software 
Engineering course and many more. 
Programming techniques and trend are also gained from the implementation of 
this system, and direct approach on some of the up to date development tools, like for 
instance Visual Studio .Net, Microsoft SQL Server 2000 and Adobe Photoshop S 
proved to be beneficial in the future. 
Pr per system development planuin r is als one f the m st imp rtant 
experiences gained from the development of the sy tern, wh re mcctinu datelines and 
deliverables are very important to nsurc the su cs of the system. 
As a conclusion, the Program Ad isory ystcm is succc sfully developed and is 
an excellent system to be implemented us it prove it x orth in givin 1 its users a guideline 
to a successful career for them. Implementation of the system has been a fruitful 
experience and further enhancement of the system later on will make the Program 
Advisory System more a complete and round advisory system. 
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Appendix A: User Manual For Program 
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User Manual for Program Advisory System 
Program Advisory User Manual is designed to assist users on the operational 
aspect of the Program Advisory System. In this User Manual, all of the system's screens 
will be covered and step by step guide will be available for the users to review whenever 
a problem arises. 
This manual also help the users to understand the system better and also helps to 
troubleshoot some of the common mistakes made by novice users. 
This manual will be separated into 2 sections; one section is for the Program 
Advisory System Members while next section will be for the Program Advisory System 
Administrators. 
l 1 
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Section A: Program Advisory System 
Member Screens 
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Main Screen 
Instructions: 
i ' 
' 
Welcome to the Program Advisory System 
This is yocr one ·stop •<l>•SOf)' webS1re !hat PfO'ides p<o~r>rn 
recommendations Jnd educatrnn pcogramme info1ma 
, .. 
' 
Hom& I Tern" & Con~111M I " '·'•P I Ccnuer U• 
Cto)"~ht ~tu1\f'd :to~. R.t °91•1•d 10 r s ~1 
\. To access the log in page click on link here. 
2. To access the member registration sere n, Ii k on link here. 
3. To access the Tenn & ondition ite Map and ontact U screens, click on 
either on of the link here. Un
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Terms & Condition Screen 
Terms & Condition 
Program Advisory System Terms and Condition 
NOTICE TO USER: PLEASE READ THIS AGREE!.1ENT CAREFULLY. BY CLICKING ON THE I AGREE BUTTOli ANO 
REGISTERING AS A MEl~BER YOU ACCEPT ALL THE TERMS AND COllDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMEHT. 
You "ill only use the membership thal you have nogistered to access Program Alt.isory System. You are not allowed to 
use anothe1 members membership details to manipulate I access I post I no ply Of any action in Progl8m Advisory System. 
2. The delails that you luMI declared during the rn91S11ation for the P109ram ~i;..1sory S)·&tem membeNlhip is true and is not 
habicatsd You will be held liable W you aie found ol fo1ging I n\lsleading / nnf't<Sonate any poS1ed details dwing the ccurse of 
you< ll!91st1ation. 
3. You Wlll abide by the 1t1les and 1egul•tion that are slipohrted 01 notified by the adminislratoNI 01 the owners of Program 
Ad\isory System. and will not bruk or dishonour any of the rules and 1e9ulation set upon you. K you are found breaking 01 
dishonouring any rules or regulation during yoor inte1action "'"h Program Ad\isory S)~tem, you will be entitled to any actions 
acted upon you by the 1dminiWl!IOf$ or the O>A.-neri of the Program Mitsory System. 
4. You Y1ill not abuse Iha rights you &Cl! granted upon by the administrator or the o~m of Program A!Mso<y System and you 
will not abu•e any other mem~rs of lhe Prognim Ad.i,ory Syvlem. 
5. You a1e not allowed to copy or uvv any images. documems. 1ext 01 any mlltelial lhal you are 0-0t aflo.-'9d to by the 
administre1or or the O\\'!lers of Program Ad'lisory $)'Stem as 11 wil in(ringe the Copyiighl law. You may send a personal &nla1I 
Of contact the 1dmlni11te1or peiso111lly a you woold hke to teptoduct or teuse any part of P1ogr1m Misery System to }'OU 
OW'1 u~~ \ 
6. Legel act1on1 can be taken against you k \'OU are I01Jnd gu1 y crime age1ns1 the Program Advlaory System. lht 
1dml111st1ator1. tho o....-ne11 •1d the 1 P1091am M1sory Sytten' 
I ' ' • , r • • \ , 
Hon1t I Tenns S. Co1\d111011 I Sitt Map I Cont~ct Ua 
CC!pyt~t\l Rttt!V9;'J ::c $ R•o•tt, .. d 10 P.4'S tic 
Instructions: 
I. To access the home page again click on the link 'Home'. 
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Site Map Screen 
Site Map 
Guest Alea 
l.tainPege ~ 
T emis & Ccncninn 2 
$119 1.l~p 
Contet1 Ua 
friemh r L\)g ln 
Member Re£i51rali~n 
Membe(s Only Area 
Member Main Psge 
Member. Degree R~ornmendollon 
Member. DiQrtt Programme U111ng 
Member. Men1bGr lnformB1ron 
./0 i i 
Home I Ttnnt t. Con 111on I S11t Mtp I Contacl Us 
C Clyt~M R.tu,..•C ZCO~ ~~111tert4 10 PA.$ flt 
Instructions: 
I. To access the home page again Ii .k on th link 'Home'. 
2. To acce s the links in the Guest Area or in the Memb .r's nly Arca, click on 
either one of the links provided. 
Note: To access the Members Area, you have to log into the Program Advisory System 
first. If not, it will redirect you straight to the Member's Log In screen. 
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Contact Us Screen 
Contact Us 
\'Ve ... '0\1ld l1kt 10 IHt111 1ru'J1<1 .. t.011'1 vour e~rolil"C• hw• '° 11'1.-.t"" can frur1l"IOJ' .ri1r.fti•:11 en :.lllf , .. ",c•• ro1 you f•el 
fl-111• to con1.1CI us for tde.u slJ9Q•ihon. t:CMn1-"-.alnt'S itnd abu1.• and •lt.o ~~IJl(IH about OIJI' \ ... b '"" Our dtd1Cflt111d 
!it,,, WtU atlnnri 10 vou1 ht.,dhX".kt 111 '"" •hoi111st t1m• P'!•1'•hl,. 
. ' I I '•' 
t-4C • I T.,.,-;• 6. CoMl\tOn I Sitt M•P I Con! IC.I l1t t··~~~.., ............ JO• ..., ....... l(! " ... ' .... 
.... 
Contact Us 
crt••1 ~~ 
llJQ I--.,-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
0th~ lW-f Ill \;1'.tt('I ~ll ~~No• ~-~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-! 
Instructions: 
I. To send an email to the respective recipients, click on either one of the 
mailing links. lt will trigger the Outlook Express to start up and you are ready 
to write your email. 
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Terms & Condition Screen 
Member Registration 
Name 
Date Of Birth fNu"·--- 
Gender 0 Female 0 Male 
Race 0 t.1alay 
0Chinese 
(\Indian 
001hers 
NRIC tlo 
E Mail Addiess .--\ ----"'--- 
Use1 Name I 
E1~ er Passworo 
Re Ente1 Password 
ltOll\f I Ttll\l\ i Cond1t1on I s~. M~p I Conl•tl U• 
C•?11 MR • " 4 200$ R•Ololtrtd !O r~ ~t 
Instructions: 
1. Fill in the regi tration form. Make sure you fill in all the required fields in 
order to successfully submit your registration. Ii k on th Pro eccl button to 
submit your registration 
2. To clear all the fields in the registration form, click on the Clear button. 
3. To cancel your registration, click on the Cancel button to redirect you back to 
the Program Advisory System Main screen. 
1 4 
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Member's Log In Screen 
Member Log In 
Please k6Y 1n your userneme and password below. 
To regisler as• new member. please click Mn.. 
Usemame willy 
Password 1'~' 
2. To submit your username and pa sw rd to I g into the Program Advisory 
Log In j l C•n<el 
Home I T ennt & Con 111011 I Slit M1 I Conml Us 
CoPyt"ht R .... ~ .. ~t05 ~ tert<I to PJ.$ ~( 
3. To cancel your registration, click on the Cancel button to redirect you back to 
Instructions: 
I. Fill in the username field and the password field. 
System, click on the Log In button. 
the Program Advisory System Main screen. 
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Member's Main Screen 
Program Advisory System 
Welcome . William Choon~ 
DeQree Progr11mme 
Recommendations 
Degree Programme O-OIJils Personal Delailg 
Loo Out 
Want 10 know "tiel degroe Need lo I.now more about a part1tular degree p<ogramn1e and 
programme to lll~dert31<e.? Or In its requirements? Or rn need of To \i!w or upd•I• )'llUI personal 
need of suggestions or ideas? refNencn in 0<der lo plan your d t•ils. pleasa proceed to tbs 
For programme rocommendation subjects for Iha foming Mam~r$ Personal Details 
1e>1. please procovd 10 tho semester? To ,;ew any subject Sechon to ,;ew and update you• 
Pmgramme Recommends\ron d tails. pleau pioceed 10 the profile. 
Sectron for 8 personalized Programme Oelails Section lo 
&uggestoon or recomrnendalron. find out. 
1. To go into the Degree Programme Recommendation section, click on the first 
Home I Ttm11 ConJ1 en I ,1tHl1p I Con1oct Ut 
CCPl'~"t Rut tJ COS RtOlllt•tO to P&.$ hC 
2. To go into the Degree Programme Details section click on the second 
Instructions: 
Proceed button. 
Proceed button. 
3. To go into the Personal Details section, click on the third Proceed button. 
4. To log out of the Program Advisory System, click on the Log Out link. 
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Member's Degree Programme Recommendation Main Screen 
Degree Programme Recommendations 
Welcome to the Degree Programme Reccmmencanons Section! 
To 1iew your past recommendations, please chck here~ 
For new users. pluse click hor~ 10 stan the recomrnend>tron proces s. ~ 
hrs sysl&m are not final 
These recornmendatrons ara bassd on yo\Jf 111pvts and I uh may 1-ary hem time to trme and 
ussrs are &ncouraged to seek second opmion h er sources also. 
I lote also lhat not all inputs ~111 r~um recornm 
'1 
ttk To l~~·n I log Out 
Instructions: 
Honw I Ttrn11 Cond111on I "' t.l•P I CtN ct UI 
CCP)1~!'1t euf\'tlt lOC • 11tt1•1' I~ AS tic 
I. To view previous recommendations cli k 011 the link here. 
2. To proceed to the recommendation pro 
3. To proceed back to the Members Main screen click on the link 'Back To 
Main'. 
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Member's Degree Programme Recommendation Results Screen 
Degree Programme Recommendations 
User Recornrnencauons 
Program Athisory Systfms·s Reconunend31ion for Wrllian1 Choo119 
YO\JI STPl.1 Grade Score · 65 5 
Compu1e< Science ---==:::::::::::::=:=:--' 
h1'om13troo Tec~nology 
I I i. ' 
Bick To f~ain I L09 Ou1 
Home I T rms S. Cone1tio11 I Sit• f,t p I Conmt Ua 
(OOJ'f!ihl Rtt"''ed XO~ Rt\bltrtd to PAS ~O 
Instructions: 
I. To view the recommended degree programme cli k on the degree programme 
name here. 
1 - 
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Member's Degree Programme Recommendation Process Screen 
A·20 marks 
B • 18 malt.s 
C. 16 marl" 
0. 14 mar~s 
E · 12 markt 
R • 8 marks 
Sorr>'rSyslGm 11 unablt lo recommend 1 gu11bl1 d&gru progremmt lor you 
1 l I Cancel I, 1 f 
Degree Programme Recommendations 
User STPM Results 
General S1ud1es/Penga1ian Am 
Best Subject 1 
B•st Subj•cl 2 
BHt Subjett 3 
\ 
Homo I Ttrmt & Condrlion I Sne Mep I Cont•cl U1 
COPYf\l"' Rtt#Vf~ 0 R.t0•lttt'J to f'A. ~t'. 
Instructions: 
5. If your re ult is way below the rnuumum uc opted value, the system will 
notify you of the failure of the r commendation evaluation. You will n cd to 
click on the Cancel button to redirect you ba k to you previous screen. 
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Member's Degree Programme Recommendation Process Screen 
Degree Programme Recommendations 
Ouesn ons and Answers 
1 Subject Pref•~ed dunng_seco_ndary scbocl? 
Artis1ic Subj&e1s _ _ _ E] Help? 
2 High Scoring Subject_du_!i119 seconda1y school? 
Alt1~tic S':!_bjects _ __ EJ H6ip? 
~ Field <J Work lnlmsted_w11h? 
Alts 8 Help? 
P1omd JI cfl Back ( • 
Ho111• I T •rmt 6 Condition I Si11 1.1 •. r I Contact Ut 
c Pl•~N ~ ... ,,, • :(IOI. ~·1•lt<t4 IO r r.c 
Instructions: 
6. Fill in the answers to th que tions stated, For help, you can click on the 
'Help?' link by the side of ea h questi n. A brief d 3S ription or the question 
and the answer will be giv n. 
7. Click on the Proceed button to carry on with the recommendation evaluation. 
8. Click on the Back button to proceed back to the previous screen. Un
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Member's Degree Programme Recommendation Process Screen 
Degree Programme Recommendations 
Oegrae Programme Recorrmendations 
Recommel\datton based on Prfil!'Yi~ Cun 
I lo s1rr.11t-r cases :avn1!;:.b~ 
Hatd1lno Acceptance Deg~41 Nnme 
_f't'Ob•b!IHy t-V•lu~(Avg) --·----- 
0,eCfi22 _ -'-'·-~•_4 ,.,,_•----+----&-•a_•_' _~a_'• <><_•---j 
0, ?5621 U,06 ~rlomuno Arts (Music) Soeial :::cienee --o.;;m - -,-,'-'l'-.,l.l- ~ - l-·- .. -rl-Olming Art.I (Dran1•} l tri. sod .. l S<:lence 
Flc:ild 
,.--- , 
D,67777 U M1lay S-tudlu Soci.111 StJenct _ _;,_ __ .__ .__ __....._ ~ 
Horn• I r~,,.,. o onC1hOn I '-':11t M11p I Ctilllilll U• 
Co>1yr11Chl Ru..--Y..o :Cal Ac •k' 11 tt rAa .,c 
Instructions: 
9. Click on the Proceed button to ave our t p 4 re ommcndntions into the 
database. 
I 0. Click on the Back button to terminate the rec mrnendation evaluation process 
and redirect you back to the Recommendation Main screen. Un
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Degree Programme Details Screen 
Degree Programmes 
etc" ro ,,~, ,, I L~ 0 .. 1 
llcmt I l•tm• & Condr.101\ I ~i':• M1;) I Cornet Ut 
CtJH'1'0~11\o.-r,"4:110 flff•t"'MICtl.&.IM 
Degree Programmes 
1,. .. u. 11 h1•. t•"i1,("1"" o .. 01•" p, .. u••h\o•I" '" ,,.~, I'll"'," .... _."'""' i..")""''~'1' t-1\ .... 
=========-""-' o::;o~ 0.•-• "'••n• l 1~., ,1p11-0.- °""'"u' I ku•,. rU1:hl 
,l,'"'' t;.::.0"1"h ,~.,., 1:. "'oa~O.. "'1.1 \''"<:• 
,,..rl'ormtnq Jl.r'tl ~W•m•) ! 11•1'1", 111h ti •n\t: ll,ll/lCl' Cl>: .l\\d11t IH•"I • 
P.11vm1itlo .._,,. ("'kwt) \!••"' .,.!.•~'. • O•H•\41i \•.e 'tel) co. l~h1•l t1+•fllf• 
M•l•Vll\ld•U 
l lllr\0<M'l91'1 .It.I'd un0uhttc1 
--~M~'"'dk.ls-:· ;;;-· 
v ...... O•••·" •Sui~ •v100,oa l)ll•I '"""1• 
~t)fl!"'tl' 11~ ;;:-:~~~ , t..•••9u11gt1. 
\ 1• ··o..1;111 •- lO $••"-• ~-.0;'100.00 1 M•dlfal 
~.,.~1!...-!,.S••'~. • _!~·ooJ_ fC,!l~'iW.,.' ,,1,1 f\~'",1•'' 
l ""Cl<tU>lo l I !:•Ill\ 0,:..1)JIOQ.00.., rl. Wol~U tf\J &1~~•1'n ·* ~i..tb 10 ~""'& ).. 100.aa t '-. ..... . Y~~ .!._•'41 6 S•n'" U.l.flCQ, 1 Ml!llll"'"•llt 
1t>• 
---·-·-·\ "~
4c:C"Ollf'tl•\I> 
l 
'1 
\' 
"ck To M1in I tog Out 
Hom• I T~1'T'1 &. C()rl.J.1~ I S.1• M•p I Coollttt U 
(trfl1 ..._.. • ..,~ta...;'""•..:ttL\1.$"1(', 
Instructions: 
1. To view the details of a particular degree programme, click on the 'View 
Details' link in the data grid. 
2. Type the keyword that you would like to search for in the textbox. 
3. lick on the Search button to search for the keyword. 
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Degree Programme Details Screen 
Degree Programme Details 
DegrEe Name Arts 
Field Name Social Science 
De9noe Duration 6 Semesters ! 3 Year; 
Degree Score 72.561100 00 
Subjecls Requirements Arts 
Subjects Related Ms 
Working Emironment Objects 
Field Of Work Arts 
Degree Description Bachelor in Arts 
-~ 
,--C-lo-se--.j ~ 
Home I Terms & Condition I 1te Map I Contact Us 
COP\"'iihl Restr\'td 2~0S- Rcg•t~ to PAS nc. 
' ( 
Instructions: 
4. After reviewing the details, lick on the los button to close the window. 
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Member's User Information Screen 
User Information 
To mal..tt ch,.ng• to th• Oet•~' ~o., c.hck: on II~ Ecfie bull1>t1 
Tc ...... ttl• ch'fl9H Miid• clK.k on 11\f S."• button 
"4an1t1W1fh"1\CI~ 
DaHt Of 0111!'1 Ofi!~M9~.t 
G•1\d"r 1,i.11 
R•C• Ct1\1'9Mi 
rn~c N:i c~iH:'Ju:;o11 
Em.ii -.•lt)b•"-:,-'.J•~•I• c.01'11 
Uu1na•·n• ""'Jty 
tlOM• I Ttm'• & Cond~.cn I :ll'i1 M.10) I CorO(I U1 
( .. )14("1 "-H~·ff XI~ ~,.,_lot .,S..S tic. 
User Information 
l'o "'""' th•nv• 10th• d-'""' b•'c>w, cl""- 0t11h1 (\111 bultun 
To•~• 1ti• th••\)n n11 • tick on 1h• '""' bultL'f' 
N;,i,, w,111,,1,, Chu •w.i 
0111Or011thf06n \/IHt 
O•""J'' <.~r~"'•I• ·'t--.••i• 
R.tt• OM•I•)' 
t!'ct1o1~••• 
..,:) .. ~.,.. 
00ch•• 
1.IRIC llo 8 11061"~011 
in.1o1 ""11).,""' ~~Mf tom 
lJtMltMI ¥1\tt-J 
M.."""lfl'",e J 1<t4mw&COl-Jt I Sl11tf.1 I C120111:1un 
C .. ~\""ICJt...,......-.:~it.~ t.<._,N~°'SfH! 
Instructions: 
I. Click on the Edit button if you want to make changes on your personal details. 
2. Make your desired changes to your particulars. Click on the Save button to 
make you changes permanent. 
3. To cancel your changes, click on the Cancel button. 
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Member's User Information Screen 
User lnfonnation 
To maim change to the details below. click on the Edit button. 
To save the changes made. cbck on the s ... ii button. 
li~me W1llr.;m Choong 
Datt OIOirth 05!1111902 
Gender I.tale 
Race Ch1nHe 
URIC No 82t t05t~5071 
Email 1111iytw@dacafe com 
u,emame \\1l'y 
Edrt 
our changts has been updo:ed succenfull\·I 
ack To 1~1111 I Lo~ Ovt 
Hom• I Ttm11 t. onc11lon I ,1\t M1p I Co""" U 
C°'ytl;ftl Rtu t4 2t ~ ~•l"ltl•C lo P~$ ~c 
In tructions: 
4. If your changes arc succes ful a mes aue will sh w to tell you that your 
changes has been successfully saved into the database. 
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Member's Log Out Screen 
Log Out 
You have successfully log out of Program Advisory System 
Thank \'1lu for using our ser.ices. To log in again. please chck here 
l , 
• '; I \) 
I. If you have click on the Log ut link you ' ill be directed to the Log ut 
Home I Ttm1s & Cond llon I So I.top I Con1ac1 U1 
Ccp~'f !'It Rtttf\'t4 200~ Rtl)tlt•rtO ta rAS t1C 
Instructions: 
screen. If you would like to log in ba k into th' syst m cli k on the link here 
to redirect you back to the Log In creen. 
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Section B: Program Advisory System 
Administration Screens 
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Administrator Log In Screen 
Administrator Log In 
Administrators. pleese key in your usemame and passwonl beloo. 
Username 
2. To proceed to log in u ing the uscrnarne and password ye u fill ·d int the 
3. Else, to cancel your log in and return back to the Program Advisory System 
Note: The Administrator Screens are meant for system administrator and system owners 
to maintain the system. Unauthorized individuals are not allowed to enter the 
Administrator's screens. 
Password 
Log In j I Cancel 
H m• I T '"'' ~ Cond1:1nn I ,,,. r.~.~ I Cont•tl Us 
Cepyf'llhl RueNt 200~ R•Q•lt1 'le P S ~e 
Instructions: 
I. Fill in your u ername and passx ord int the rcspc live tcxtboxcs. 
textboxes, click on the Log In button. 
Guest Area, click on the Cancel button. 
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Administrator's Main Screen 
Program Advisory System - Administration 
Welcor 1e Wilham Choong 
Vrew User Reco1ds View Oeg1• Progrsmme Ussrs 
I. To view th lat tu er re rd 'Ii k th' first Pr ccd button t proceed to the 
View degree p1091~mm" and 
Vi6w exishing user records details Ed~ sai'9 Ord lete 
rscornmendations and grades degree pi1>9rammes and details 
Vre v, cre:i1a, delete anded~ 
EXJStrng users of Program 
M,;sory S)'stem 
2. To view degree programme add new degrees and to edit existing one, click 
on the second Proceed button to proce d into the View Degree Programme 
proceed to the Users section. 
4. T log out of the Administrator's screen, click on the Log Out link. 
3. To view existing users m the system, click on the third Proceed button to 
Instructions: 
View User Record se tion. 
section. 
14 
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Administrator's User Records Screen 
User Records 
User Case R&cords for Tod•)' 
Cue JO Cose Scor< I Degree Name I usemerne 
eJ;oos2139s1223a so Performing Ar.s (Mu•ic) die< 
eJ;oos21s9J 12950 so Ari• dick 
8J:i0CS2 !39313700 90 PcrlormtOQ Arts (Dr•m•) die~ 
832005213931 esoe 90 Mol•Y S!\Jdie5 die< 
"j I 
t I I ~II 'I 
I. To go back to the Adrnini trator s Main screen click on the a k To Main 
ick To l.IA1n I Leo Ou1 
Instructions: 
link. 
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Administrator's Degree Programme Screen 
Degree Programmes 
Degree IJam& 
Field 
Degrss Score 
Subiects 
Requirement 
Subjects Reistad 
Woe king 
E1t11ronmen1 
Freid OfWOli: 
Degcee Duration 
Degree 
Demiption 
8==-1 Add 
Name I Dur1Uon I Score Fl•td 
Arts 6 '2,56 Social Soena 
Ptrlonning Arts (Orama) 6 61,31 Social Socr.ce 
Perfom1lno Ara (Music) 6 6M6 . Socsel Sciera ~ 
Haley Studies 6 61 Social Soenc. ltJ lan9uage And linguistics 6 71,•4 I . LenQueg' Mediurl ~ Surgery 10 90 Mtd•ul Econcmict 6 I 85,S I Economics and 6\limcn Aceourtino 0 87,75 Economics ind Gu~'"'-" - 
I ' 
I l l 4 
Back To li11n I log Out 
Instructions: 
3 
I. To add a new degre programme, Ii k on the Ad I button. Proceed next to 
filling in all the requir d detail and Ii k th" button to save the degree 
details into the database. El e click on the ancel button to di card changes. 
2. To edit an existing degree programme, first click on the specific records to 
change on the data grid. 
3. Then when the Edit button is enabled, click on the Edit button. Follow similar 
steps I ike in I to save or to cancel changes. 
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Administrator's User Screen 
Users 
Select User Type ~mir;i~rator EJ I Vrew 
Name Usemame 
Email Passworo 
Ussr Type Cent act No 
Date of Birth Gender 
NRIC No R•ce 
Add [ I 
016)05)1)) 
Uscmemc Nemc [mall 
johnny Johnny }OhnnyC,hocm~ll.ooms 
tut Tut ttttfttst.com 
011vid 0163555])) 
¥-illy William Choono ¥r1lkbYri,Qmt1l.com 
·," .. I t l \ l \ 
1 
l t 
Instruction : 
I. To viev user types elect the user type in the drop down list and click on th 
View button refresh the page. After the rcfrc h the data irid below will 
display the specific user type sele red. 
2. To add a new user, click on the Add button. Proceed to filling in all the 
required details of the user. Then click on the Save button to finalize your 
input. Else, click on the Cancel button to discard changes. 
3. To edit an existing user, first select the type of user to edit. Repeat step I. 
Then click on the data grid containing the user record that you would like to 
change. 
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4. When the Edit button is enabled, click on it to edit the record. Save the 
changes made by clicking on the Save button. Else, click on the Cancel button 
to discard changes. 
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Appendix B : List of Degree . 
Programmes and Duration 
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Stream Field Prooram(s) Years Arts Social Science Arts 3 
Performing Arts (Music) 
Performing Arts (Drama) 
Malay Studies 
Lanquaqe Lanquaqa and Linquistics 3 Economics and Business Economics 3 
Accountinq 4 
Islamic Studies Islamic Studies 3 
Usuluddin 
Syariah 
Law Law 4 Manaqement Business Administration 3 
Education Counselling 4 
Children Pre Studies 
Science Computing and Computer Science 3 Information Technoloqy 
Dentistry Dentistry 5 
Pharmacy Pharmacy 4 
Architectural Architectural 2 
Architectural Science 3 
Land Surv yors 3 
Qu ntlty Surveyor 3 
Real Estate Manaaement 3 
Engineering Civil Engln erlng 4 
El ctrlcal Engineering 
Ch mical Engln erlng 
M chanlcal Engine ring 
Environmental Engineering 
CAD/CAM Engineering 
Product Engineering 
Production Engine ring 
Bio Production Enalneerlnq 
Medical M dical and Surgery 5 
Bio Medical Science 3 
Science Science 3 
Science in Education 4 Arts and Computing and Information Technology 3 Science Information Technoloqy 
Science Soort Science 3 
Education Teaching English as A Second 4 
l.anquaqe 
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Grade Combination Score 
AAAA 90.00% 
MAB 87.75% 
MAC 85.50% 
AABB 85.50% 
MAD 83.25% 
AABC 83.25% 
ABBS 83.25% 
AAAE 81.00% 
AABD 81.00% 
AACC 81.00% 
ABBC 81.00% 
BBBB 81.00% 
AACD 78.75% 
AASE 78.75% 
ABBD 78.75% 
ABCC 78.75% 
BBBC 78.75% 
MAR 76.50% 
AACE 76.50% 
AADD 76.50% 
ABBE 76.50% 
ABCD 76.50% 
ACCC 76.50% 
BBBD 76.50% 
BBCC 76.50% 
AABR 74.25% 
AADE 74.25% 
ADCE 74.25% 
ABDO 74.25% 
ACCO 74.25% 
BBBE 74.25% 
BBCD 74.25% 
BCCR 74.25% 
AACR 72.00% 
MEE 72.00% 
ABBR 72.00% 
Grade Combination Score 
ABDE 72.00% 
ACCE 72.00% 
ACDD 72.00% 
BBCE 72.00% 
BBEE 72.00% 
BCDD 72.00% 
cccc 72.00% 
AADR 69.75% 
ABDR 69.72% 
ABEE 69.75% 
ACDE 69.75% 
ADDO 69.75% 
BBBR 69.75% 
BBER 69.75% 
BCDE 69.75% 
BODO 69.75% 
CCCD 69.75% 
MER 67.50% 
ABDR 67.50% 
ACCR 67.50% 
ACEE 67.50% 
ADDE 67.50% 
BBCR 67.50% 
BCCD 67.50% 
BODE 67.50% 
BODO 67.50% 
CCCE 67.50% 
CCDD 67.50% 
ABER 65.25% 
ACOR 65.25% 
ADEE 65.25% 
BCCC 65.25% 
BCER 65.25% 
BDEE 65.25% 
BODE 65.25% 
CCDE 65.25% 
Grade Combination Score 
CODD 65.25% 
ACER 63.00% 
ADDR 63.00% 
AEEE 63.00% 
BCCE 63.00% 
BOOR 63.00% 
BDEE 63.00% 
CCCR 63.00% 
CCEE 63.00% 
CODE 63.00% 
DODD 63.00% 
ADER 60.75% 
BOER 60.75% 
BOOR 60.75% 
BEEE 60.75% 
CCDR 60.75% 
CDEE 60.75% 
DODE 60.75% 
AEER 58.50% 
BOER 58.50% 
CCER 58.50% 
COOR 58.50% 
CEEE 58.50% 
DD E 58.50% 
BEER 56.25% 
CDER 56.25% 
DOOR 56.25% 
DEEE 56.25% 
CEER 54.00% 
ODER 54.00% 
EEEE 54.00% 
DEER 51.75% 
EEER 49.50% 
RRRR 36.00% 
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